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This form is for use in nominating or requesting determinations for individual properties and districts.  See instructions in National Register Bulletin, 

How to Complete the National Register of Historic Places Registration Form.  If any item does not apply to the property being documented, enter 

"N/A" for "not applicable."  For functions, architectural classification, materials, and areas of significance, enter only categories and subcategories 
from the instructions.   

 

1. Name of Property 

Historic name:  ____Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead________________________ 

Other names/site number: ____Relief Farm________________ 

      Name of related multiple property listing: 

      __N/A______________________________________________________ 

      (Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Location  

Street & number: ___1250 Great Circle Drive________________________ 

City or town: _St. Matthews___ State: ____S.C.____ County: _Calhoun___  

Not For Publication:   Vicinity:  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. State/Federal Agency Certification   

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,  

I hereby certify that this    X    nomination  ___ request for determination of eligibility meets 

the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic 

Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.  

In my opinion, the property  _X_  meets   ___ does not meet the National Register Criteria.  I 

recommend that this property be considered significant at the following  

level(s) of significance:      

 ___national                  ___statewide           _X_local  

  Applicable National Register Criteria:  

_X_A             ___B           _X_C           ___D         

 

 

    

Signature of certifying official/Title:    Date 

______________________________________________ 

State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government 

 

 

 

 

 

 

X  
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In my opinion, the property        meets        does not meet the National Register 

criteria.   

     

Signature of commenting official:    Date 

 

Title :                                     State or Federal agency/bureau 

                                                                                         or Tribal Government  

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. National Park Service Certification  

 I hereby certify that this property is:  

       entered in the National Register  

       determined eligible for the National Register  

       determined not eligible for the National Register  

       removed from the National Register  

       other (explain:)  _____________________                                                                                    

 

                   

______________________________________________________________________   

Signature of the Keeper   Date of Action 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Classification 

 Ownership of Property 

 (Check as many boxes as apply.) 

Private:  

 

 Public – Local 

 

 Public – State  

 

 Public – Federal  

 

X
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 Category of Property 

 (Check only one box.) 

 

 Building(s) 

 

 District  

 

 Site 

 

 Structure  

 

 Object  

 

 

 Number of Resources within Property 

 (Do not include previously listed resources in the count)              

Contributing   Noncontributing 

_____8_______   _____8_______  buildings 

 

_____1_______   ____________   sites 

 

_____1 ______   _____1_______  structures  

 

_____9_______   _____2_______  objects 

 

____ 19______   ____11________  Total 

 

 

 Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register ___N/A_____ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Function or Use  

Historic Functions 

(Enter categories from instructions.) 

 _DOMESTIC: single dwelling 

 _AGRICULTURAL/SUBSISTENCE: agricultural outbuilding 

 _TRANSPORTATION: road-related_ 

 _FUNERARY: cemetery_ 

 

Current Functions 

(Enter categories from instructions.) 

 _DOMESTIC: single dwelling 

 _AGRICULTURAL/SUBSISTENCE: agricultural outbuilding 

 _NOT IN USE_ 

 

  

 

  

X
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Description  

 

 Architectural Classification  

 (Enter categories from instructions.) 

 Other: Carolina Cottage 

 Other: cemetery______ 

 Other: road cut_______ 

 No Style____________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 

 

Materials: (enter categories from instructions.) 

Principal exterior materials of the property: Foundation: uncut stacked field stone 

         Walls: Wood/weatherboard 

          Roof: Metal/Aluminum 

          Roof: Metal/Tin 

 

Narrative Description 

(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property.  Describe 

contributing and noncontributing resources if applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that 

briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style, 

method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has 

historic integrity.)   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Summary Paragraph 

 

The Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead, currently referred to by its owners as Relief Farm, consists of 

an agricultural complex on a 64.6-acre tract in the Belleville community of north central Calhoun 

County, South Carolina. It is locally significant under Criterion A: Transportation and 

Agriculture and Criterion C: Architecture. The complex’s main residence is a one-and-a-half-

story Tidewater or “Carolina Cottage.”1 Included also are a small wood-frame, side-gabled 

tenant house, various outbuildings and barns, a family cemetery, and an abandoned segment of 

                         
1 “Relief Farm” is the name given the property in about 1974 by the current owners, as it was a “relief” to them to 

obtain clear title to the property after bringing to settlement a long-overdue estate in Calhoun County probate court. 

According to the current owners, they believed they would be “on relief” by the time the sale and all renovations 

were completed. Margaret Ruth Little, Carolina Cottage: A Personal History of the Piazza House (Charlottesville, 

VA: University of Virginia Press, 2010), pp. 6 and 105. [Note: “…because it is emblematic of North and South 

Carolina, I (Ruth Little) call it the ‘Carolina cottage.’ She defines the “Carolina cottage” as a term she coined “for a 

one-and-one-half-story, side-gabled dwelling with an integral piazza.” Ruth Little, a former long-time staff member 

of the North Carolina State Historic Preservation Office, is an architectural historian (Longleaf Historic Resources) 

in Raleigh, North Carolina with particular interest and knowledge of vernacular resources in the southeast]; email 

correspondence between Ms. Little and the author, 1-2 January 2022. 
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the State Road. The main house was built ca. 1830 and features a full-width engaged front porch 

and rear shed room extension with an in antis porch set between the two rooms of the rear 

extension. When built it was the center of a working plantation with enslaved African American 

labor; however, much of the acreage was subdivided over the years and/or sold by heirs. Its 

current A-frame appearance along its side elevations was achieved shortly after initial 

construction (ca. 1835) when both ends of the front porch were enclosed to create an in antis 

configuration. The two-bay-wide room enclosures on either end of the front porch feature entry 

doors opening directly from the in antis porch and were likely used initially as “stranger rooms,” 

sometimes also referred to as “travelers rooms,” or “preacher rooms.”2 On the interior, wide, 

hand-planed, painted boards applied with a lap joint clad the walls and ceilings, while the floors 

are tongue-and-groove heart pine. Various outbuildings and barns employ some of the same wide 

boards on their exteriors. The farm is accessed by a long, unpaved driveway, shaded by an 

informal mature tree canopy that disguises in part the abandoned parallel roadcut of the State 

Road. The farmstead features a variety of shrubs and moss-draped trees and is maintained with a 

grassy lawn, while most of the surrounding acreage is wooded. Although there have been some 

alterations to the house and farm complex over the years, most recently at the rear to 

accommodate for a more modern kitchen and laundry, the complex retains historic integrity, as 

discussed in greater detail below. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

Narrative Description  

 

Setting 

The Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead is set in rural north central Calhoun County just to the 

northeast of U.S. Highway 176 (also known as Old State Road) that traverses the county in a 

northwesterly-southeasterly direction.3 The property is located along a public paved road known 

as Great Circle Drive, which forms its eastern border, approximately one-third of a mile from its 

intersection with U.S. Highway 176. The area is heavily wooded and surrounded by sparse 

single-family residential development and woods. An informal tree-lined driveway reaches from 

Great Circle Drive via an ingress and egress road easement deep into the property, where the 

woods thin to reveal the farmhouse and agricultural complex. The driveway continues past and 

to the west of a one-story frame tenant house, relocated ca. 1980 to be nearer and to the south of 

the main residence, the Culclasure-Geiger House, the largest and most prominent building within 

the farmstead assemblage. The main house faces west toward an old road cut understood to be a 

portion of what was known as the old Cherokee Path. This path became a colonial-era road, and 

ultimately the State Road, which was abandoned in favor of a more southern route by the 1850s. 

A historic barn and a garage are just northwest of the house, with the remaining outbuildings 

behind or to the east of the house. The grassy lawn is dotted with deciduous and coniferous trees, 

ornamental shrubs such as azalea, camellia, sasanqua, hydrangea, and tea olive planted around 

and near the main house. Two mature Deodar cedars flank the front porch, while live oak, 

                         
2  Little, pp. 81-92. These porch room enclosures have been referred to by a number of names i.e. stranger rooms, 

preacher rooms, or travelers rooms. For practical purposes in this document, they will hereafter be referred to only 

as “stranger rooms.” 
3 The existing Old State Road, which is a modern, paved highway still in use, is distinct and separate from the 

abandoned, mid-19th century State Road cut located on the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead property.  
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dogwood, camellia, and other flowering trees and shrubs are arranged informally around the 

main house and outbuildings. A small number of mature pecan trees is located to the south of the 

main house and outbuildings. The placement and orientation of the numerous outbuildings in the 

farmstead appears to be informal; however, they were built as needed over a period of many 

years and create an arrangement that reflects the nearly 200 years of use of this property. A 

private family cemetery is somewhat secluded in the woods to the rear and southeast of the 

buildings, while the old Cherokee Path/State Road is inside the tree line to the west of the 

buildings, running continuously through the nominated property’s acreage and beyond to Beaver 

Creek to the west. 

 

Integrity 

The Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead retains its historic integrity. The setting of the property is still 

rural and the area around it remains largely undeveloped or used for agricultural purposes. The 

majority of resources within the complex remain in their original locations, apart from the tenant 

house, which was moved a few hundred feet from its original location about 1980. The primary 

impact of this move is that it altered the original spatial relationship between the tenant house 

and the other buildings, but the overall context for the tenant house remains the same, as it was 

relocated within the complex and only moved a short distance. The resources that form the 

complex, especially the buildings, have evolved over the years as the property was used as a 

working farm. The complex’s integrity of design, materials, and workmanship is diminished by 

alterations to some of the outbuildings over time, but in most cases materials have been replaced 

in kind of modifications to existing buildings do not prevent them from reading as agricultural 

outbuildings. The historic road cut and the cemetery retain their integrity of design, materials, 

and construction, as they have changed little since the mid-19th century. While the complex has 

changed over time, it overall still conveys the feeling of a farm complex with evolved from the 

early 19th through the early 20th centuries and demonstrates its associations with the agricultural 

and transportation history of the area.   

 

The main house retains integrity of location, as it is unmoved, and setting, as it remains 

surrounded by agricultural outbuildings and elements of its original early 19th century 

environment, such as the State Road and the Culclasure Family Cemetery. The design of the 

main house is negatively impacted by the presence of the partial-width ca. 1920 front porch, but 

the porch is open and allows the in antis porch and stranger rooms of the 1830s design to read. 

The side-profile “A-frame” of the original design is also still very much evident. There have also 

been minimal changes to the interior floor plan, which remains much as it was in the early 19th 

century apart from some modifications at the rear of the house to accommodate a modern 

kitchen. The main house also retains integrity of materials and workmanship, as original finishes 

and features are present on both the exterior and interior of the house. The interior is particularly 

notable for its retention of original doors, trim, fireplaces, and wall finishes. The house main 

house also retains integrity of feeling and association, as it remains the centerpiece of a rural 

farmstead and its historic character clearly conveys its early 19th century architectural character 

as an example of a Carolina Cottage, as well as its history and use as a 19th century farmhouse 

with some early 20th century alterations (within the period of significance for the property). 
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CONTRIBUTING RESOURCES 

 

1.   Main House (ca. 1830, with ca. 1835 and ca. 1920 additions) – Contributing Building 

The Culclasure-Geiger House was built ca. 1830 as a one-and-a-half story, five-bay wide 

modified Tidewater or “Carolina Cottage” with lateral gable roof and interior chimneys. This 

Southern folk house form features an extended, unbroken roofline that shelters all interior as well 

as exterior living spaces and exhibits symmetry on its façade and other elevations that is 

characteristic of the late Federal and Greek Revival styles. Only the attached ca. 1920 front and 

rear shed porch enclosure are not sheltered by the house’s otherwise all-encompassing roof. The 

central stair hall plan includes flanking rooms of equal dimensions, to the rear of which are 

rooms of shallower proportions but with ample ceiling height – a feature unusual in the floor 

plan of these cottages. The main and rear rooms are serviced by double-flue chimneys with back-

to-back fireboxes. The rear rooms flank a space that when constructed was an open inset or in 

antis porch.  

 

Originally featuring an engaged full-width front porch, this Carolina cottage was most likely 

built ca. 1830 for the Rev. Nathan Christian David Culclasure (1801-1854). He had the house 

built with enslaved labor probably not before 18 August 1828 when the St. Matthews and 

Orangeburgh parish line was surveyed and laid out, evidencing on the plat the presence of many 

other landowners, houses, and other properties in proximity to it, but not his.4 The earliest 

marked grave in the nearby family cemetery located to the northeast of and within the nominated 

acreage is for his son David Elihu Culclasure, who was born in 1827 and died in 1833. It is not 

likely that this child would have been buried there had the house not already been present. Rev. 

Culclasure, a Methodist minister, planter, land surveyor, and local justice of the peace and 

                         
4 “Plat for David Culclasure, by Nathan C.D. Culclasure, DS [Deputy Surveyor], Orangeburg District, SC, 23 

August 1825,” and “The Boundary Line Between St. Matthews and Orangeburgh Parishes, 18 August 1828,” State 

Plat Books (Columbia Series: S213192), South Carolina Department of Archives and History, Columbia, SC. Note: 

Since N.C.D. Culclasure appears to have owned the nominated acreage or some part of it by 1825 when he prepared 

a plat for his father, David Culclasure (1765-1846) for a 520-acre parcel surrounding the intersection of the “Road 

from Granby to Orangeburgh” [State Road] and the “old School House” road [likely the Belleville Road]. This plat 

indicates that “N. Culclasure” owned the adjacent parcel to the west/northwest where the Culclasure-Geiger 

Farmstead is situated. Although no specific plat or deed has been found that demonstrates his ownership of the 

nominated parcel, circumstantial evidence on his father’s plat confirms that he owned the property as of 23 August 

1825. His father had land and a residence on Little Beaver Creek according to a survey plat by John D.A. Murphy 

showing the dividing line drawn and certified on 18 August 1828 “from the head of four holes [swamp] to Beaver 

creek and also the new State road from Beaver creek to the road leading from Bellville [sic] to Orangeburgh C-

House…” between the parishes of St. Matthews and Orangeburgh. This survey line plat includes notations of 

numerous people’s land, houses, stores, etc. along the line and parallel State Road, however, does not indicate the 

location of N.C.D. Culclasure’s land or house which may be an indication that the house had not yet been built. 

Numerous other properties and homes are noted on this plat. Beaver Creek was the dividing line between 

Orangeburg and Lexington Districts at that time. This area did not become part of Calhoun County until that 

county’s creation in 1908. United States Census Bureau, Population Schedule, 1830, accessed June 2022, 

www.ancestry.com. N.C.D. Culclasure was reported in the 1830 census to have thirteen enslaved persons: one male 

under 10, four males ages 10-23, two males ages 24-35, two females under 10, two females ages 10-23, one female 

ages 24-35, and one female age 36-55. 

http://www.ancestry.com/
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quorum was known to be in the area by about 1820 as he produced survey plats of surrounding 

property in the Beaver Creek section of Orangeburg and Lexington Districts from that time.5  

 

Shortly after the initial construction - likely before 1840, Rev. Culclasure enclosed the two bays 

of each end of the engaged front porch to provide additional living space. Given the 

circumstance of the house’s proximity to the State Road traversing this part of South Carolina, it 

is most likely that Rev. Culclasure altered his home in this manner to accommodate travelers or 

strangers passing through this part of South Carolina on their way between Charleston and 

Columbia and the upcountry. Construction details of these enclosures appear to be nearly 

identical to those of the house’s original construction. The front porch enclosures mimicked the 

original rear elevation with its rooms flanking an in antis or inset central porch. About the 1870s, 

during the postbellum or Victorian period, small, shallow hip-roofed porches with turned posts, 

no wider than each in antis porch, were attached to both the front and rear elevations. These 

small porches can be seen in the attached 1913 historic photographic images of both elevations 

(see Figure 14), and cuts, marks, and ghosting are still evident on the weatherboard of both 

elevations. By the 1920s, however, the small Victorian-era front porch had been replaced with a 

partial hip-roofed porch and after World War II the south end (far right) was enclosed for a 

bathroom. Except for the porch roof being modified into a shed-roof configuration after 1972, all 

porch details, including posts, pickets, rails, lintels, rafters, and under-sheeting, appear to be from 

ca. 1920. The rear Victorian-era porch was replaced by a nearly full-width rear shed porch that 

steps in to maintain the building corners with an approximate one-and-one-half foot reveal. The 

northernmost end of the rear porch was enclosed mid-twentieth century to contain a bathroom 

that is accessed only from the porch, although a door at the location of a historic window in the 

dining room is still present and until recently was partially hidden behind a large piece of 

furniture. The bathroom enclosure has been remodeled and a laundry room added that protrudes 

beyond the north elevation of the main block and features a small, covered stoop. The remainder 

of the rear porch was screened above a waist-height, weatherboard-clad wall until recently when 

it was enclosed to create an interior space adjacent to a more modern kitchen. The addition of a 

shallow eave along the side (north and south) gables of the main block in about 1972 disguises 

the original flush eaves but at only eight inches in depth, it is not a visually dramatic alteration to 

the building’s overall appearance. The house, when considered as a whole, appears to be a 

largely intact ca. 1830 modified Carolina cottage with ca. 1920 shed porch additions on the front 

and rear. The rear porch was infilled in 2022, with a small one-story addition projecting from its 

northern end.  

 

The house is set upon an uncoursed, stacked field stone pier foundation. The piers on the 

perimeter exterior of the house are clad with stucco and infilled with concrete block between 

each historic pier. Some of the interior foundation piers are a combination of field stone and soft, 

                         
5 Brent H. Holcomb, Marriage and Death Notices from the Southern Christian Advocate, 1837-1860, Volume 1 

(Greenville, SC: Southern Historical Press, 2019, reprint); Acts and Joint Resolutions of the General Assembly of the 

State of South Carolina, passed December 1823 (Columbia, SC: D. & J.M. Faust, 1824), p. 121; Acts and Joint 

Resolutions…, passed 15 December 1826, p. 73; State Plat Books (Columbia Series: S213192), in the collection of 

the S.C. Department of Archives and History, Columbia, SC. Note: This source/record series attests to the number 

of plats prepared in the Orangeburg/Lexington districts area by N.C.D. Culclasure between 1820 and 1840. 
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hand-made brick, clearly visible under the house. The heavy-timber, braced-frame construction 

of the house is evidenced in the under frame consisting of roughly nine-by-eight-inch hand-hewn 

sills and girders of heart pine timber running the perimeter and through the center of the house’s 

foundation framing, both north-south and east-west. The north-south girders/summers running 

laterally are joined into the heavy sash sawn timber framing around each of the two roughly 

eight-foot-by-eight-foot field stone chimney bases. Floor joists are approximately three-inch-by- 

ten-inch sash sawn timbers mortised and tenoned into the hand-hewn perimeter and central sills.6 

All under framing is consistent throughout, from the original engaged front porch to the rear 

rooms and in antis porch, as well as from the north and south side elevation walls. Floorboards 

are tongue-and-groove and are undercut to fit tightly when nailed to each floor joist. 

 

The house’s exterior is clad in old circular-sawn weatherboard that has been painted white. From 

the 1940s until the current owners purchased the property in 1972, the exterior weatherboard was 

covered with asbestos shingle siding, which they removed. Much of the wood siding’s grain is 

pronounced and indicates that the house remained unpainted for much of its existence prior to 

that date. The attached 1913 images of the house are evidence of an unpainted or weather-worn 

exterior. The current standing seam metal roof, installed in the 1970s, replaced a multi-layered, 

deteriorated, and leaky roofing system that consisted of rusted five-V-crimp tin, asphalt shingles, 

and at least one generation of wood shingles on wood planks as underlayment. Standing seam 

metal extends to clad the flatter-pitched front and rear porches as well. The roof is pierced only 

minimally on its rear slope by three small ventilator pipes and principally by two brick chimneys. 

The current owner, with the assistance of his son and an experienced Columbia, South  

Carolina, brick mason, “Cup” Cupstid, reconstructed the chimneys in the 1970s from above each 

stacked field stone chimney base (still visible under the house) because severe deterioration 

prevented their continued and safe use. Salvaged brick from the old chimneys was used where 

possible throughout the reconstructed chimneys. Some of the old, salvaged brick is still visible 

on the surround of the dining room fireplace. Fireplace surrounds in the two principal rooms and 

the kitchen remain parged. New hard-fired brick was used to complete the two chimneys’ 

reconstruction up through the house’s non-visible interior structure to the visible chimney stacks 

and three-course corbeled caps above the roofline.7 The southernmost chimney stack pierces the 

roofline at a slightly lower point on the rear roof slope than does the northernmost chimney stack 

– just as they had been historically and prior to their reconstruction.  

 

The façade (west elevation) exhibits an early twentieth century shed roof porch extending across 

the central three bays. The façade has a recessed central bay or in antis porch with an unusually 

wide, single-leaf main entry door featuring four-paned sidelights. The recess was created by the 

partial enclosure of the original front porch, perhaps as early as 1835. The siding and ceiling in 

the recess is clad in wide flush-mounted, hand-planed boards, the same as the original interior 

wall and ceiling treatment. Each side wall of the inset porch features a single-leaf, four-paneled 

door with flush-mounted surround and continuous bead mold. Original doors, both front and 

rear, as well as those on the interior have five raised panels with the uppermost being horizontal. 

                         
6 Carl R. Lounsbury, ed., An Illustrated Glossary of Early Southern Architecture and Landscape (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1994), pp. 159-60, 197-98, 316-17, 331-32, 362-63, and 384. 
7 Interview by Andrew W. Chandler with Fred H. Gantt, 25 October 2021.  
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The remaining walls of the façade are weatherboard and reveal the profile of the roofline of the 

small ca. 1870s porch. The early twentieth century front porch ceiling has exposed framing and 

exposed roof sheathing, which is composed of individual wood planks. Porch supports are 

simple square posts, and the balustrade is composed of simple square top rail and pickets. A set 

of six concrete block steps with concrete stepped cheek walls provides access to the porch at its 

center.   

 

Windows on the façade are symmetrically spaced, and though shorter to be proportional to the 

lower ceilings of the original front porch room enclosures, approximate the locations of the 

windows on the original façade. They feature a six-over-six light configuration with narrow 

muntins, flanked by modern wood batten shutters that mimic those visible in the historic 1913 

images of the house. Window and door trim is post-and-lintel style, narrow and flat, with no 

added ornamentation.  

 

The south (right) elevation reveals the large side gable formed by the extended roof, which 

creates a broad A-frame appearance. A small louvered vent is in the gable peak, and the open 

eave has about an eight-inch overhang with unadorned fascia board. The first floor has four 

single windows, each with six-over-six light configuration. The half story features a pair of six-

over-six wood windows. The central two windows are the largest while the right (east) and left 

(west) end bays feature smaller windows. The far-left (west) window is not original as it is at the 

end of the front porch room enclosure but may date to that enclosure which likely occurred ca. 

1835. It is smaller and shorter than the main windows on the first floor and suggests a room with 

a lower ceiling height. All windows feature modern wood batten shutters. The end of the rear 

shed-roofed screened porch is visible at the far (east) extent of the south elevation. 

 

The rear (east) elevation has a shed-roofed half-screened attached porch that has an enclosed 

north bay for a bathroom. This porch features exposed roof rafters and rafter tails with a 

beadboard sheathing above, suggesting a construction date sometime after the 1913 photograph 

was taken of the rear elevation. The rear wall has a five-bay division, punctuated by six-over-six 

wood windows and a central, single-door entry flanked by smaller six-over-six light windows. 

This central door and window configuration is a twentieth century infill partition of the original 

rear in antis porch. The far-right bay of the early 1900s rear porch was enclosed with 

weatherboard siding, punctuated only by a single sash window of six lights with modern batten 

wood shutters. The porch is enclosed with a half wall instead of a balustrade clad in 

weatherboard siding, above which is screening with two-by-four framing. The porch roof 

supports are simple square wood posts. 

 

The north (left) elevation mirrors the south elevation in its locations and general size of 

windows, with two single windows in the half story and four on the first floor. As with the south 

elevation, a small louvered vent pierces the apex of the gable. The bathroom enclosure with 

small single sash, six-light window flanked with modern batten shutters at the north end of the 

rear porch is visible at the east extension of the north elevation. 

 

Interior description: 
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Original details throughout the interior retain a high degree of material integrity. The floor plan 

is as originally built, except for the early enclosure of both ends of the front porch. The house is 

accessed by the central entrance within the in antis section of the front porch through a wide 

single-leaf, raised paneled door featuring a single horizontal top panel, sidelights and transom. 

The central, single-room deep stair hall measures ten feet in width and seventeen feet in depth, 

flanked by single, identically sized rooms measuring seventeen and-one-half feet in width by 

seventeen feet in depth. Although a one-and-one-half-story house, the Culclasure-Geiger 

House’s floor plan resembles one more akin to that of the extended I-house.8 The central hall is 

sheathed with wide horizontally-set, flush-mounted, hand-planed boards with a chair rail. A 

historic beaded peg rail for hanging hats and coats is still extant on the north side wall from the 

bedroom door to the back wall of the central hall, as well as along the south side wall, at the rear 

of the staircase, from the living room (parlor) door to the rear wall of the central hall. The 

dominant feature of the central hall is a reverse staircase, located immediately to the right (south) 

of and inside the front entrance. It features open treads that begin with a shallow landing that 

abuts the front interior wall of the central hall and rises fourteen steps to a landing before 

reversing to continue to the upper floor. The first stair tread’s corner is eased with the second 

riser’s tread to a lesser degree. At the second stair riser is a hand-carved newel post of one piece 

that runs from the floor as it intersects the baseboard, through the second stair tread and is 

surmounted by a four-sided eased crown for a cap. Just above the second stair tread the newel 

post features lamb’s tongue chamfers and rises as an octagonal shaft before chamfering into the 

cap block. The stair railing is round, hand-fashioned and carries two square pickets per stair 

tread. The staircase contains fifteen steps from the main floor level in its first run, with the upper 

portion at the second floor enclosed with wide flush-mounted, hand-planed boards. 

 

Of the largest rooms on the first floor, the south room may have served as the parlor as it has the 

most ornate fireplace mantel with its hand-carved shadowbox, convex paneled pilasters, and 

cove-molded shelf architrave. Ceilings are twelve feet in height in the central hall and flanking 

rooms. The large rooms and their smaller adjoining rooms to the rear (east) share chimneys, 

which allows for fireplaces in all four rooms. Smaller rooms to the rear of the main rooms are 

separated by a space that was likely originally open air, with three walls only. This area, 

measuring ten feet in width by twelve feet in depth, extends from the central hall but is separated 

by a wall and the original exterior rear door with sidelights identical to those at the front 

entrance. This space, enclosed before 1972 but recently reopened, was an in antis porch, a semi-

outdoor space that was used as living space during hot summer months. It features wide hand-

planed, lap-joint, flush-mounted boards on the walls and ceilings, central, single-leaf five-

paneled doors on each side wall, and a formal single-leaf five-paneled door with sidelight 

surround on the west wall, which opens into the central hallway. A detached or semi-detached 

kitchen building was once (before 1913) located in the rear yard and likely connected to this in 

antis porch. 

 

The small front (stranger) rooms of the house were created through the partial enclosure of the 

original front porch, likely around 1835 by the Rev. Culclasure. Workmanship and materials 
                         
8 Virginia Savage McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2014, revised from 

1986 edition by Virginia and Lee McAlester), pp. 124-25. 
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within these rooms are similar if not identical to the main rooms of the house. The flush mounted 

wall and ceiling boards contain a few more visible knots than in the main original rooms; 

however, they are hand-planed and exhibit comparable characteristics as well as workmanship. 

Ceiling heights are lower and windows shorter because the roofline extends over the rooms that 

were originally open porch area. The one contrasting feature are the doors opening into the main 

rooms of the house and those onto the in antis section of the front porch, these featuring two-

over-two raised vertical panels and no horizontal panel across the top of the door as in the 

original construction. If these doors are original to their locations, they could indicate a slightly 

later construction date; however, most likely the enclosure of each end of the original front porch 

occurred well before the mid-nineteenth century.  

 

All rooms retain original wide pine floorboards and original wall and ceiling finishes, which is a 

lap-joint (shiplap joint), wood plank cladding. A simple torus-molded chair rail is in the original 

rooms, and crown molding is used throughout the first-floor rooms. The boards of the walls and 

ceilings average about ten inches in width and run the full length and depth of the rooms with no 

joints. They retain the marks of the hand plane used to smooth their finish. The stairwell and 

second floor also feature the same wall and ceiling finish with wood floors; however, the wood 

used on the walls and ceilings here have more noticeable knots, which are lacking on the first 

floor.  

 

The original doors throughout the house have an unusual design with a horizontal panel atop 

two-over-two vertical panels. They were constructed with through tenons and are comparatively 

thin. They are in excellent condition, as are the original mantels located in each of the original 

four rooms. The two mantels in the north rooms match each other with minimal details; these 

rooms are the bedroom and the dining room currently. The large south room (now the living 

room/parlor) has the most ornate mantel in the house, while the other south room (kitchen) has a 

simple design that is still more ornate than the mantels in the north half of the house – perhaps an 

indication of a space with heightened importance.9 The chimney breasts in the original south 

rooms are parged, while those in the north rooms are clad with similar hand-planed, flush-

mounted wood planks found elsewhere in the rooms. 

 

Window and door trim are narrow and simple in design. They are flat with an astragal or bead 

mold on the face of the surround for most of the first floor, except on secondary doors such as 

the two closet doors in the rear rooms (dining room and kitchen), which appear to be original or 

at least early. 

 

The two rooms in the front formed by the partial enclosure of the front porch have similarly 

sized and shaped square nail heads evident in the lapped wood cladding as are the walls and 

ceilings of the original interior walls. Square nails were used during much of the 1800s. The 

north room formed by the enclosure was divided further into a laundry room and bathroom likely 

                         
9 Fred Gantt, personal archival and artifact collection, Relief Farm notebook [note from 23 January 2007 indicates 

that the room behind the current living room now being used as the kitchen was historically the dining room, as the 

original kitchen building once sat in the back yard off from the in antis porch]. 
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in the early 1900s. The door used for the bathroom was popular from the 1910s through the 

1930s. 

 

There are several older or original windows in the house. Two windows in the rear (east) wall 

display muntins in use as late as the 1880s. The two largest windows on each side elevation, 

which open to the two main rooms, were replaced in the 1970s by the current owner as the old 

windows were in serious disrepair. The replacement windows are wood and fit exactly into the 

same openings with the same pane configuration and narrow muntin profile. 

 

A bathroom has been created in the attic space at the middle stair landing. In this room a segment 

of the original heavy timber, mortise, tenon, and pegged beam construction of the main house 

was left exposed. Framing and interior finishes are pine, and likely heart pine in many areas. 

Heavy timber framing and sash sawn floor joists for the house’s second level half story are 

evident in the upper and side attic spaces of the house and demonstrate quintessential 

characteristics of sash sawn lumber. On the ends of each of the joists are stub shots where the log 

was not sawn through completely but simply split off instead – a tell-tale sign of sash sawn 

lumber. Since these were not intended to be seen, the builder simply left the stub shots on the 

ends of the joists. Perhaps unknowingly, he preserved a remarkable historic detail of building 

technology from the early-to-mid nineteenth century.10 The braced timber framing and mortice 

and tenon joinery of the house’s construction became more evident when in April 2022, kitchen 

renovations revealed down bracing and heavy wall studs.   

 

The house’s upper floor consists of a small central hall where the reverse staircase rises from the 

central hall below, and two flanking rooms that feature wide pine flooring, wide flush-mounted 

pine boards, lower ceiling height, partially canted ceilings, and two windows on the outer end 

walls. The location of the north chimney is evident in the north room as it protrudes into the 

room along the east wall. The south chimney is not evident in the south room, as it rises behind  

that room’s east wall boards. This chimney can be seen from a closet’s pass-through panel in the 

east side attic space. 

 

Sometime after the original engaged front porch was partially enclosed, creating two additional 

rooms, a new porch was built across the central, recessed bay (in antis porch) of the façade, 

possibly as late as the 1870s. This small porch had a hipped roof and turned posts. It is visible in 

a historic photograph dating to around 1913. Evidence of this porch roof pitch, as well as an 

identical one on the rear of the house, is still visible on the siding within the current front and 

rear porches. The front porch was removed and replaced with a wider and deeper front porch 

with a hipped roof ca. 1920. Likewise, the rear one was replaced with the current nearly full 

width partially screened rear porch. The house was sheathed with asbestos shingle siding on top 

of the weatherboard and aluminum awnings were added to the front porch, likely immediately 

following World War II. Part of this newer front porch was later enclosed for another room. The 

current owner purchased the home in 1972 and removed the asbestos shingle siding and the front 

porch enclosure to return it to a fully open porch in the 1970s. The ceilings inside the largest two 

                         
10 “Identifying Saw Marks,” www.ledyardsawmill.org.   

http://www.ledyardsawmill.org/
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original rooms were lowered with unfinished sheetrock sometime in the mid-1900s, and the 

walls clad in sheetrock in these rooms. The current owner removed these changes to expose 

original finishes and returned the chair rail to restore the building to its original appearance. 

 

In the current renovation designed to make the house more day-to-day livable for a third 

generation of the Gantt family, the rear in antis porch has been reopened so that it can be read 

more as the space it was intended to be originally; however, because it will continue to the used 

as an interior space, the rear ca. 1920 attached porch has been enclosed. This will provide some 

additional space needed for a more modern kitchen renovation and expansion. Most of the rear 

(east) kitchen wall has been removed and handled with a cased opening that allows corners of the 

previous kitchen space to be perceived. This will provide a transition from the previous kitchen’s 

relatively limited space into the rear porch area with no changes to the porch roof structure or 

standing-seam metal roof. The ceiling height in the porch area will simply be much lower than 

that of the current kitchen space. The slanted floor of the rear porch has been leveled to join with 

the level of the previous kitchen and historic in antis porch space. The bathroom at the north end 

of the rear porch has been updated, as has the one within the north stranger room at the front of 

the house. The laundry within this same stranger room has been relocated to the rear of the house 

adjacent to and north of the renovated bathroom, thus leaving the remaining area of the north 

stranger room for a dressing and closet area off the main bedroom. The laundry extends from the 

bathroom at the north rear corner of the house and includes a small, sheltered stoop that projects 

from the plane of the north wall of the house. While these renovations are a concession to 

modern-day living and may contrast to a degree with the interior appearance of the house since 

the 1970s renovation, they are confined to the rear attached ca. 1920 porch area and not the ca. 

1830 main house block. The only exterior renovations are the replacement of the front porch and 

rear steps with new ones along the same lines but with brick of an older, distressed character. 

The old steps from early-to-mid-twentieth century vintage were ill-designed of concrete block 

and were beginning to crumble. The overall high level of integrity of the Culclasure-Geiger 

House is maintained. Much of the wood, including a limited number of windows and doors have 

been repurposed in the rear renovation. 

 

2.  Barn, aka “The Past” (ca. 1850s-1870s with additions) – Contributing Building 

This one-story wood-clad gable-front agricultural outbuilding has evolved over the course of the 

farm’s use. Historically, it likely was used for storage and processing of commodities produced 

on the farm. It currently serves as a private family museum, named “The Past.” The foundation is 

composed of piers made from uncut, stacked stone, like that used in the foundation piers and 

chimney footings of the main house. Exposed framing shows large circular sawn plates and sills 

with lap joints at the corners for the plates, heavy corner framing with down bracing, and wall 

studs. The siding is a single thickness, approximately one inch, and a width of about ten to 

twelve inches. The siding is original but was removed and turned over before being applied 

directly back in the same position. This was done by the current owner, likely in the 1970s, due 

to the severe weathering of the original face of the siding. The roof is linear, clad with V-crimp 

metal (tin), with a front gable. On the façade, there is a central, single door, with a rectangular 

opening above, in the gable, infilled with a modern wood window. The interior has whitewashed, 

exposed wall framing, exposed ceiling framing, and a wood floor. Some wall studs appear to 
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have mortise holes that could indicate salvaged or reused lumber from within this building or 

another earlier building. Both side elevations and the rear of the barn have had shed-roof 

additions, likely dating to the 1910s or later, due to the exposed rafter tails in the eaves. The 

south shed addition is clad in a narrower wood siding and features batten garage doors on the 

façade and a concrete floor.11 The north shed is open with no walls and a concrete slab floor. The 

rear shed is partially enclosed with wood siding, has a concrete floor, and houses a vintage buggy 

or carriage. This building is illustrative of the many years of agricultural use of this property 

which evolved over time. Its additions are typical of agricultural outbuildings of this type and are 

in keeping with the character and scale of the building. 

 

3.  Tenant House (by ca. 1920) – Contributing Building   
Moved around 1980 from its original location a few hundred feet to the south nearer Great Circle 

Drive, this tenant house was likely built by ca. 1920 during the Geiger ownership. It was 

relocated by the current owner to be closer to the main house and agricultural complex. A single-

story, lateral-gabled wood-frame house, it has weatherboard siding, exposed rafter tails in the 

eaves, and a V-crimp metal (tin) roof. Single wood windows are six-over-six pane configuration, 

while the front door has six horizontal wood panels. Side elevations have single windows with a 

rectangular vent in the gable. All windows feature wood batten faux shutters. The rear has an 

addition that is partially enclosed and partially screened. The rear (east) door is a three-light over 

two wood-panel Craftsman-influenced door which may or may not be original. The façade’s 

(west) gable-front porch was added after the building’s relocation. The only surviving tenant 

house for what became a subsistence farming operation during the Geiger ownership period, it is 

an important element of the evolving built landscape of this historic agricultural property. 

Despite its relocation and minor alterations, the building contributes to the overall landscape and 

agricultural character of the farmstead. After being moved and renovated, it became the last 

home of Joe Edmond (born 1896), a World War I veteran and tenant farmer who lived on the 

Geiger farm since at least the 1920s when he married and started a family. He remained in this 

house until his death in the mid-1990s at nearly 100 years old.12 

 

4.  Potato House (ca. 1910s) – Contributing Building 

A low-profile, small, gable-front building with wood siding and an old V-crimp metal (tin) roof, 

this outbuilding likely served as a potato house (sweet potatoes), or storage for foodstuffs. Its 

proximity to the main house supports a use that of necessity was convenient to the house. Set at 

grade with no visible foundation piers, it is too short to enter if standing. Its weatherboard siding 

features mitered corner joints, exposed rafter tails in the eaves, and an off-center batten door on 

the façade. Located southeast of and near the main house, this building also contains a small 

rectangular opening – most likely for ventilation – on the rear gable elevation since newly-stored 

potatoes needed curing for long-term use over the winter months. This building is obviously a 

                         
11 This shed addition was no doubt enclosed later and improved with concrete flooring to accommodate the family 

vehicle. 
12 Interview with Fred Gantt by author, 25 October 2022; U.S., World War I Draft Registration Cards, 1917-1918, 

accessed through www.ancestry.com, 26 October 2022; United States Census Bureau, United States Federal Census, 

1920-1940. 

http://www.ancestry.com/
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domestic support building and emphasizes the narrative of the property being used for 

subsistence farming during the Geiger family occupancy in the early twentieth century.  

 

5.  Dairy House (ca. 1890s) – Contributing Building 

A small gable-front outbuilding, the original use for this building is unknown, although possibly 

a dairy house. It has wide, flush boards as the siding and a linear gable roof clad in metal. Set 

upon a low brick pier foundation, the façade contains a central, single-leaf door. A domestic 

support building, it too supports and contributes to the use of the property for subsistence 

agricultural purposes during the Geiger family ownership and occupancy. 

 

6.  Storage Building (ca. 1890s) – Contributing Building 

A small outbuilding with a shed roof-clad with metal (V-crimp tin), this building is located 

immediately east of the main house and has flush board siding and corner boards. Set at grade 

upon a foundation that is not visible, there is a central, single door on the façade and a small, 

single sash window on the rear. A domestic support building as well, the original use for this 

building is unknown but could have been used for storage. It contributes to an understanding of 

the domestic and agricultural use of the property just before or around the turn of the twentieth 

century. 

 

7.  Horse Barn/Stable (ca. 1910s) – Contributing Building 

This is a large wood-frame barn located approximately 250-feet northeast of the main house. It 

has a concrete block foundation, original flush-mounted wood siding on the east wall and 

replacement flush-mounted wood siding on the remaining walls. Replacement siding is from 

wood milled onsite from timber on the property. Featuring a gable-front roof and open eave, a 

portion of the original wood plank sheathing of the metal-clad roof is exposed. Exposed rafter 

tails are visible along the west elevation. A shed roof lean-to addition extends from the east wall 

and runs the length of the elevation. The south and west walls have missing courses of siding, 

which was done to provide ventilation into the stable section of the building. Large split (Dutch) 

doors on the west elevation provided access for the horses into a small, fenced section (paddock) 

just outside the stable. The interior has unfinished walls, exposing original framing, and an 

unfinished ceiling, exposing original rafters and joists in the roof structure. In the stable area and 

within each pen are wooden hay racks where horses fed. The floor is wood on the east half, with 

a dirt floor in the stable section. It is illustrative of the continued use of the property for 

subsistence farming purposes during the early twentieth century, and the housing of horses and 
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8.  Culclasure Family Cemetery (1833-1859) – Contributing Site 
Located approximately 500-feet southeast of the main house and inside the tree line of the 

surrounding woods, the Culclasure Family Cemetery contains a marked grave as early as 1833, 

for a child, David Elihu Culclasure, born in 1827 to Rev. and Mrs. Nathan Christian David 

Culclasure. The presence of a marked grave with this date documents occupation of the house 

site and likely the latest date when the house could have been built. The cemetery contains 

between ten and fifteen visible stone markers and those that are legible include ones for three 

Culclasure children, in 1833, 1837 and 1838, as well as for Rev. Nathan Christian David 
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Culclasure in 1854 and his wife Drusilla [Kaigler] Culclasure in 1859. Her headstone is the latest 

legible one visible. Rev. Culclasure had at least nine children with his wife Drusilla, but when he 

died in 1854, he was survived by his wife and only five children.13 Several of the headstones are 

large but simple in design and cut from white marble, and exhibit the name of W.T. White, a 

master stone carver from the Charleston, SC.14 Others of similar design in the cemetery are likely 

W.T. White-designed and cut markers; however, his name is not visible. The signed W.T. White 

markers for the Culclasure children who died in 1833, 1837, and 1838 were obviously 

commissioned years after their deaths since White was not actively engaged in the business until 

the 1850s. If Rev. Culclasure’s headstone is a signed W.T. White marker, then it may be the 

earliest one of his design in this family cemetery. The informal, rectangular cemetery is arranged 

in three rows of graves with no fence or wall to delineate its boundaries, and includes the 

following: 

 

 

A. In Memory of Rev. Nathan Christian David Culclasure. 

Who was born on the 7th day  

Of September 1801. 

And departed this life on the 18th 

Of March 1854. 

In the 53rd Year of his age. 

 

Epitaph: His wisdom he from Scripture drew, God’s law was holy just and true; [w]hile 

words of love and mercy hung [h]armonious on his gifted tongue. 

 

This Stone is erected to perpetuate / The victory of an immortal Spirit / That fought the 

good fight / Under the banner of the Cross / Burst through the shackels [sic] of humanity 

/ Rose over the ruins of the grave / And winged / His way to life and immortality. 

 

                         
13 Brent H. Holcomb, Marriage and Death Notices from the Southern Christian Advocate, 1837-1860, Volume 1 

(Greenville, SC: Southern Historical Press, 2019, reprint), p. 337 [Issue of 14 April 1854]; Debbie Ulmer Roland, 

Calhoun County Museum and Cultural Center, comp., Cemeteries of Families of Amelia Township and Calhoun 

County, South Carolina (Spartanburg, SC: The Reprint Company, Publishers, 1999), p. 68. 
14 National Register nomination, S.C. Department of Archives and History. “Upper Long Cane Cemetery, Abbeville 

County, SC,” 2010. Accessed 12 April 2022, http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/abbeville/nrabbeville.htm; Beatrice 

St. Julien Ravenel, Architects of Charleston (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 1992), pp. 174 and 

186; Gene Waddell, Charleston Architecture, 1670-1860 (Charleston, SC: Wyrick & Company, 2003), pp. 169, 179-

180. [Note: John White, stonemason and stonecutter, Charleston, SC was involved in cutting the stone and 

constructing several prominent buildings in Charleston, SC, including the Fireproof Building, completed in 1827 

according to plans by Robert Mills, architect; Hibernian Hall, completed in 1840 according to the designs of Thomas 

Ustick Walter, architect; and Market Hall, completed in 1841 by Edward Brickell White, architect. The stonecutting 

family business begun by W.T. White’s maternal grandfather Thomas Walker, originally of Scotland (active ca. 

1790-ca. 1836), and continued by Walker’s sons David A. Walker, James E. Walker, Robert D. Walker, and 

William S. Walker (all active ca. 1835-ca. 1860), as well as his stonemason and stonecutter son-in-law John White 

(active ca. 1822-ca. 1850), appears on at least four of the cemetery’s headstones. William T. White (active ca. 1850-

ca. 1870), and his brothers Robert D. White (active ca. 1855-ca. 1875), and Edwin R. White (active ca. 1860-ca. 

1882) made up the third generation of this stonecutting and stone carving family of master artisans.]  

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/abbeville/nrabbeville.htm
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[Most likely the work of W.T. White, stonecutter of Charleston, SC, since the quality of 

the work is similar but more elaborate with a Gothic-revival and floral motif, and all 

other signed stones in this cemetery were by W.T. White. White may have signed this 

stone, but the headstone has sunk so much so that his name is no longer visible above 

ground level.] 

 

B. Sacred To the Memory of Drusilla Culclasure 

 [Drusilla Kaigler Culclasure, wife of Rev. N.C.D. Culclasure] 

 Born April 1802. 

 Died January 19th 1859. 

 

 Epitaph: She was one who knew well the value of her Bible and accounted the Sabbath a 

 delight. She lived to adorn her christian [sic] profession and died in the full assurance of a 

 blessed immortality. 

 

 W.T. White, stonecutter, Charleston, SC 

 

C. In Memory of Kaigler Culclasure 

 [eldest son of Rev. N.C.D. Culclasure and Drusilla Kaigler Culclasure] 

 Who was born on the 19th day of July 1823, 

 and departed this life on the 9th day of February 1837. 

 

 W.T. White, stonecutter, Charleston, SC 

 

D. In Memory of David Elihu Culclasure 

 [son of Rev. N.C.D. Culclasure and Drusilla Kaigler Culclasure] 

 Who was born on the 25th day of September 1827, 

 and departed this life on the 12th day of October 1833. 

 [Earliest burial in the cemetery; grave marked on same headstone as eldest brother, 

 Kaigler Culclasure] 

 

E. In Memory of Mrs. Harriet Newel Hook 

 Consort of Dr. J.H.J. Hook 

 and the eldest Daughter of the Rev. N.C.D. Culclasure, 

 who was born on the 26th of Nov. 1824 

 and departed this life on the 13th of Nov. 1852, 

 aged 27 years, 11 months, and 17 days  

 

F. In Memory of our dearly beloved little infant 

 Whom we had named 

 Harriet Eudora Hook 

 who died on the 18th of June 1852 

 Aged 10 months 
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G. In Memory of Eliza Culclasure 

 Who was born on the 2nd July 1838, 

 and departed this life On the 8th Dec. 1838. 

 

 W.T. White, stonecutter, Charleston, SC 

 

H. In Memory of FLETCH’ [Fletcher Drusilla Culclasure] 

 who died July the 2nd 1856 

 in her twenty first year. 

 “She is not dead but sleepeth.” 

 Followed by a long inscription likely penned by her husband, Dr. J.H.J. Hook. 

[Third daughter of Rev. N.C.D. Culclasure, who died “in her twenty first year,” and 

second wife of Dr. John H.J. Hook (ca. 1820-1861), her sister Harriet’s widower. She and 

Dr. Hook were married by the Rev. John Jacob Wannamaker (1801-1864) on 23 

February 1854.15 She likely died in childbirth with a son named Fletcher, identified in the 

1860 census for Orangeburg District as 4 years old. Based on the headstone, “Fletch’” 

would have been born in the last half of 1835 or the first half of 1836.] 

 

I. Sacred To the Memory of Elizabeth E. Culclasure 

[Daughter of Rev. N.C.D. Culclasure] 

Born August 28th, 1839 

Died January 5th, 1859 

Epitaph: “Remember friends as you pass by, As you are now, so once was I; As I am 

now, so must you be, Prepare for death and follow me.” Also, “Lord I commit my soul to 

thee; Accept the sacred trust, Receive this nobler part of me, And watch my sleeping 

dust.” 

 

W.T. White, stonecutter, Charleston, SC 

 

This cemetery contains at least six additional unidentified graves and others unmarked but with 

grave depressions. Although no tombstone is present, Dr. John H.J. Hook (1816-1861), a 

graduate of the Medical College of South Carolina in 1840, writing his doctoral thesis on 

“Catamenia,” and husband of both Harriet Newel Culclasure and later her younger sister Drusilla 

Fletcher “Fletch” Culclasure, is believed to have been interred in this family graveyard as well. 

Dr. Hook began his medical practice, probably in St. Matthews Parish of Orangeburg District, 

immediately after graduation. In 1858 he ran for a seat in the South Carolina House of 

Representatives but was defeated by Dr. J.A. Keller. He died three years later, on 26 November 

1861.16  

                         
15 Brent H. Holcomb, Marriage and Death Notices from the Southern Christian Advocate, 1837-1860, Volume 1, p. 

335 [Issue of 24 March 1854, Death notice for Fletcher Drusilla Culclasure Hook]; J. Scottowe Wannamaker, 

comp., The Wannamaker, Salley, Mackay and Bellinger Families: Genealogies and Memoires (Spartanburg, SC: 

The Reprint Company for the Calhoun County Museum and Cultural Center, 2003; reproduced from a 1937 

edition), pp. 160-163. 
16 Holcomb, Marriage and Death Notices from the Southern Christian Advocate, 1861- 
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It is unknown where, if, or how many of the enslaved African Americans held in bondage by the 

Culclasure family were buried on this property or nearby.  

 

9.  State Road (formerly Cherokee Path/Colonial Road) (1829) – Contributing Structure 
The Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead contains a narrow dirt road cut that is said to be a remnant of a 

pre-colonial transportation route known as the Cherokee Path, described by one South Carolina 

historian as “one of the most important trade networks of early Carolina, connecting the city of 

Charleston with the Cherokee Indians of South Carolina, Georgia, North Carolina, and 

Tennessee.” First documented through mapping in 1730, the Cherokee Path developed into a 

colonial road connecting the lower and upper regions of South Carolina in the years prior to the 

American Revolution. It evolved into a more formalized trading and traveling route in the post-

Revolutionary War period, and with funding by the state legislature, the route became 

established as the State Road by 1829.17  

 

The portion of the State Road on the nominated property and the adjacent parcel (within the 

same family ownership) is today a narrow dirt roadcut through the woods that runs slightly to the 

west of and parallel to the property’s main access entrance road/driveway. It continues past and 

to the west of the Culclasure-Geiger House extending northwesterly and within the tree line 

beyond the proposed nominated acreage onto the adjacent family-owned property to Big Beaver 

Creek. It is maintained and still sometimes used for recreation or farm travel. The road retains 

overall good integrity as an open dirt/gravel road through the 64.6 acre nominated parcel and 

forms the southwestern boundary of the adjacent 216-acre tract (also owned by the Gantt family) 

as it follows the land’s contours on its way westward to the former site of Corbin’s Bridge over 

Big Beaver Creek.18 This historic roadbed and alignment contribute to the significance of the 

Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead as an extant segment of the transportation route known as the State 

Road, dating from 1829 and running through this part of South Carolina. This segment of the 

State Road has not been altered and exhibits good integrity from 1829 and the property’s period 

of significance. 

 

Although no archaeological investigations have been conducted on or along this section of the 

State Road, potential for archaeological significance is present. Within the past few years, Native 

American shards and projectile points, a counterfeit British coin from 1772, and cannon ball 

dating to the Revolutionary War have been found either under the house or in the immediate 

vicinity of the house and the State Road.19 

 

10. Garage (ca. 1930, with addition) – Contributing Building 

                         
17 Walter Edgar, ed., The South Carolina Encyclopedia (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 2006), 

“Cherokee Path” by Louis P. Towles, p. 162. 
18 Robert Mills, Atlas of the State of South Carolina, 1825 (Orangeburgh and Lexington districts, SC). 
19 Fred H. Gantt, Interview by Staci Richey, 23 October 2019 [Note: Staci Richey, a historic preservation consultant 

in Columbia, SC conducted preparatory research for this nomination and prepared the first draft that was submitted 

to the SC Department of Archives and History (SHPO) for review]; Fred Gantt, Personal Archive and Artifact 

Collection, Relief Farm Notebook. 
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Constructed of concrete block walls, this building was originally a garage with three walls and a 

large opening across the front. The front gable roof is clad in metal. The end gables have German 

wood siding and an open eave, with rafter tails exposed in the eaves along the side elevations. 

The original form and materials are evident on the building. The façade has been filled in with a 

series of pedestrian-sized wood panel doors and a central group of multi-lite doors, which afford 

some imitation of the original openness of this façade. A lean-to addition on the west elevation 

has altered the footprint to some degree, but its lack of walls allows the original building’s form 

and design to remain visible. 

 

NON-CONTRIBUTING RESOURCES 

 

While some of the following resources are representative of the continuous agricultural 

significance and use of the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead over time, they no longer retain historic 

integrity and therefore do contribute to the property’s understanding within an architectural, 

agricultural, or transportation context. Others were built or came into existence after the 

property’s period of significance.  

 

11. Wash House/Smoke House, aka “Brother John’s” (ca. 1890s, altered mid-1990s) – Non-

contributing Building 

Rumored to be a wash house, this might have originally served as a smoke house. It is a single-

story, wood frame building with front gable roof clad in metal. The exterior has weatherboard 

siding, and the eaves feature exposed rafter tails. Originally there was only one small opening in 

this building, a short door centrally placed on the front gable façade. The current owner added 

small windows to the front and sides of this building, enlarged the door, added a door to the 

south side and raised the height of the attached shed roof on the south elevation, which was 

previously too short to walk underneath, to create a porch with a wood floor. The interior has 

been finished with wood and contains items recovered from the site, including a cannon ball 

dating to the Revolutionary War era. The alterations occurred in the mid-1990s. Although this 

building more-or-less retains its original form and footprint, it has sustained too many alterations 

to contribute to the historic significance of the property. 

 

12.  Well (mid-20th century) – Non-contributing Structure  

A small cylindrical concrete culvert-type structure located immediately adjacent to the Dairy 

House that features a spigot. 

 

13.  Shed #1 (1990s) – Non-contributing Building 

A frame shed with metal roof. Located at the northeast corner of the farm’s outbuilding group 

and despite its compatibility with the property’s historic setting, it does not contribute because it 

was constructed well after the property’s period of significance. 

 

14.  Shed #2 (1990s) – Non-contributing Building 

A frame shed with metal roof; it does not contribute. In this nomination, it is treated identically 

as Shed #1. 
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15.  Shed #3 (1990s) – Non-contributing Building 

A frame shed with metal roof; it does not contribute. In this nomination, it is treated identically 

as Sheds #1 and 2.  

 

16. Chicken House & Garage, aka “The Tavern” (ca. 1920s, altered in 1980s) – Non-

contributing Building 

Originally a chicken house and garage building measuring 20’ x 40’ with a shed roof, it housed 

Louisa Geiger’s poultry farm in the 1920s. Alterations have included enclosure with windows 

and siding and the construction of a large 20’ x 40’ addition, which doubled the size of the 

building and created a shallow gable roof. The building now measures 40’ x 40’ and is finished 

on the interior with a kitchen and large dining/living area with multiple tables and two fireplaces. 

The wood used to complete the interior was cut and processed on the property and is applied 

similarly to the interior wood wall cladding of the main house.  While this is a treasured family 

gathering spot for the family, the doubling in size and other significant alterations render the 

building non-contributing.  

 

17. Shed #4, aka “Mr. Buddy’s” (unknown date, alterations in the 1990s) – Non-

contributing Building Originally an open shed, this building was enclosed with siding and 

windows in the 1990s. The lean-to shed-roof portions surrounding three sides of the central shed 

were screened. The alterations to the building diminish its historic integrity and is therefore non-

contributing. Installation of two gender-specific restrooms on the building’s north elevation is 

under construction.    

 

18.  Dog Shed #1 (ca. 1980) – Non-contributing Building 

Simple outbuilding with corner posts supporting shed roof clad in metal, non-contributing.  

 

19.  Dog Shed #2 (ca. 1980) – Non-contributing Building 

Simple outbuilding with square posts supporting gable roof clad in metal, non-contributing.   

 

20.  Dog Cemetery (late 20th century-early 21st century) – Non-contributing Objects 

Two granite stone monuments, located in the yard immediately north of the main house, mark 

the graves of two of the current owner’s faithful pets and hunting dogs.  
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___________________________________________________ 

8. Statement of Significance 

 

 Applicable National Register Criteria  

 (Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for National Register  

 listing.) 

 

A. Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 

broad patterns of our history. 

  

B. Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past.  

 

C. Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 

construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, 

or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack 

individual distinction.  

 

D. Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory or 

history.  

 

 

 Criteria Considerations  

 (Mark “x” in all the boxes that apply.) 

 

A. Owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes 

  

B. Removed from its original location   

 

C. A birthplace or grave  

 

D. A cemetery 

 

E. A reconstructed building, object, or structure 

 

F. A commemorative property 

 

G. Less than 50 years old or achieving significance within the past 50 years  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

X

 

  

X
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Areas of Significance 

(Enter categories from instructions.)  

_Agriculture      ____ _  

  Transportation______  

_Architecture________  

 

Period of Significance 

__1829 – ca. 1930__       

__                            ___ 

___________________ 

 

 Significant Dates 
 ___1829      _________  

 ___ca. 1830_________  

 ___1833     _________ 

 ___ca. 1835_________  

 

Significant Person 

(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.) 

___N/A________________  

______       _________  

___________________ 

 

 Cultural Affiliation  

 ___N/A________________  

 ______       _________  

 ___________________ 

 

 Architect/Builder 

 _unknown__________ 

 ___________________  
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Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes 

level of significance, applicable criteria, justification for the period of significance, and any 

applicable criteria considerations.)  

 

The Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead has a period of significance of 1829 to ca. 1930 and is 

significant at the local level under National Register Criterion A: Agriculture, Criterion A: 

Transportation, and Criterion C: Architecture. The complex retains its historic integrity, as 

discussed in greater detail below. Originally a cotton plantation owned by Rev. Nathan Christian 

David Culclasure, it stands today as an excellent local example of an evolving nineteenth-to-

twentieth-century rural farm complex in the midlands of South Carolina. The property retains a 

number of resources that convey its associations with local antebellum agriculture, including the 

main house (ca. 1830, altered), an altered mid-nineteenth century barn, and a family cemetery 

(1833-ca. 1860). In 1867 the property came into possession of the local Geiger family who added 

to the farm’s built footprint while also reducing its overall productive acreage. A number of 

resources remain from this era and help convey its transition away from the production of 

marketable commodities by enslaved laborers to a much smaller postbellum farmstead based 

primarily upon subsistence farming. These resources include multiple barns, a dairy house, 

potato house, and tenant house that was possibly used by African American sharecroppers who 

worked portions of the property. The property is also locally significant under Criterion A: 

Transportation for its association with the development of travel infrastructure in antebellum 

Calhoun County. Two resources directly convey this history: on the southwest side of the 

property an extant segment of the State Road, completed in 1829 to serve as the main 

transportation route connecting the state’s principal cities of Charleston and Columbia, and 

continuing on to the state’s northwestern Upcountry. In addition, the Culclasure-Geiger main 

house retains locally rare extant examples of strangers rooms, with the home having been 

modified in its early years to serve not only as a residence but as a wayside inn for those 

traveling through the area on the State Road between Charleston and Columbia. The Culclasure-

Geiger Farmstead is also significant locally under National Register Criterion C: Architecture 

because its ca. 1830 main house is a rare and largely intact example of the “Carolina Cottage” in 

the midlands of South Carolina. The property’s period of significance begins in 1829 and ends 

ca. 1930 and is inclusive of the completion date of the State Road through this part of South 

Carolina, the ca. 1830 to ca. 1840 construction and early alteration dates for the main house, the 

1833-ca.1860 period of burials in the family cemetery, and the postbellum to early twentieth 

century construction dates for the property’s contributing agricultural outbuildings. 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of 

significance.)   

 

The Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead is located in rural Calhoun County, South Carolina, and is 

locally significant under Criterion A: Agriculture, Criterion A: Transportation, and Criterion C: 

Architecture. It has a period of significance encompassing 1829 to ca. 1930 and retains a number 

of resources that make it an unusually intact local example of an evolving nineteenth-to-early 

twentieth century rural farmstead. It also retains multiple resources with additional associations 
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with the development of antebellum travel in Calhoun County and which reflect the property’s 

strategic positioning along the ca. 1829 State Road, a major thoroughfare between the state’s 

principal cities of Columbia and Charleston. The main house specifically is also locally 

significant for its architecture as an intact example of the “Carolina Cottage,” a relatively rare 

surviving house form in Calhoun County. Although the property includes several later non-

contributing resources, the farmstead retains enough historic fabric to have integrity and convey 

its associations during the period of significance, standing as a locally significant representation 

of the evolution of rural agriculture in Calhoun County. 

 

Setting 

 

The Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead is located in northern Calhoun County in the central Midlands 

region of South Carolina. One of the state’s youngest counties, Calhoun County was formed in 

1908 primarily from portions Orangeburg and Lexington Counties, which today border Calhoun 

to the south and west. Prior to European contact, the area was inhabited primarily by the native 

Congaree and Santee tribes, whose namesake rivers form part of the county’s modern 

boundaries. Beginning in the colonial era but especially after the American Revolution, 

plantation agriculture and slavery became deeply entrenched in Calhoun County. It was in this 

context that the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead was created and developed. In 1840, a little more 

than 18,000 people lived in what was then Orangeburg District, 64 percent of whom were 

enslaved African Americans, nearly ten percent higher than for the state as a whole. Around that 

same time was established the eventual Calhoun County seat of St. Matthews, originally known 

as Lewisville. St. Matthews is roughly ten miles southeast of the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead 

and for most of the period of significance would have been the nearest available town with 

access to a railroad. This undoubtedly made the town a valuable resource for the property’s 

owners, whether as a point of export for antebellum cotton or a place to obtain supplies or other 

foods or goods not produced on the farm itself. Nonetheless, life at the Culclasure-Geiger 

Farmstead would have been defined in large part by its relative remoteness, encouraging a 

reliance on the productive capacity first of the enslaved people who worked there and then of 

family members and other free workers after the Civil War. Its remote rural setting also would 

have enhanced its value as a stopping point on the State Road, with travelers having presumably 

few other options for respite on the relatively isolated stretch of the road that ran up into 

neighboring Lexington County before reaching the outskirts of the state capital of Columbia, 

nearly thirty miles away from the farm.20 

 

Criterion A – Agriculture: 
 

The Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead retains its main house and a collection of nineteenth and early 

twentieth century agricultural outbuildings that give it a sense of purpose, place, and time. The 

modest ca. 1830 plantation house turned postbellum farmhouse and its assemblage of supporting 

                         
20 U.S. Department of State, Compendium of the Enumeration of the Inhabitants and Statistics of the United States 

(Washington, D.C.: Thomas Allen, 1841), 44-47. “Calhoun County, South Carolina” Carolana, 

https://www.carolana.com/SC/Counties/calhoun_county_sc.html. “A History of St. Matthews, South Carolina” 

Carolana, https://www.carolana.com/SC/Towns/St_Matthews_SC.html.  

https://www.carolana.com/SC/Counties/calhoun_county_sc.html
https://www.carolana.com/SC/Towns/St_Matthews_SC.html
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ancillary agricultural outbuildings, combined with an abandoned but intact section of the 1829 

State Road, and the Culclasure family cemetery all together convey the property as an intact and 

agriculturally significant rural historic landscape in Calhoun County, and make it locally eligible 

under Criterion A: Agriculture. 

 

Antebellum Development and Agriculture under the Culclasure Family 

 

The farmstead was first developed for and owned by Rev. Nathan Christian David Culclasure 

(1801-1854). Culclasure was born in Orangeburg District in 1801 and was the son of David 

Culclasure (1765-1846) and Mary Magdalene “Polly” Inabinet Culclasure (1776-1860). 

Culclasure was a man of some success in the area, and he owned land in the Beaver Creek 

vicinity by or before 1825, having purchased about 1,000 acres of the Henry Chisolm tract “on 

fall branch Waters of Beaver Creek of Congaree” out of the John James Haig (Hague) estate. 

Rev. Culclasure married Drusilla Kaigler (1802-1859) of Lexington District in 1822 and 

gradually established himself in the area. Between 1823 and 1841 the Culclasures had nine 

children, six of whom lived to maturity. As a young man of nineteen years, Culclasure was 

appointed deputy surveyor and began producing survey plats for landowners in the area. His land 

survey work extended well into the mid-1830s but had diminished significantly by 1840. 

Culclasure also was also active in the community through his work as an itinerate Methodist 

minister and justice of the peace and quorum during the 1820s and 1830s. During this time, he 

also began acquiring land to establish for himself and his family a small plantation in the Beaver 

Creek area of Orangeburg and Lexington districts. He took on the role of planter and farmer as 

his land holdings increased between 1830 and 1850.21 

 

Among the properties Rev. Culclasure acquired was what that eventually became the Culclasure-

Geiger Farmstead. Culclasure owned the land by 1825, and his family established residence there 

around 1830.22 Among the original features of the plantation was the extant main house which, 
                         
21 Last Will and Testament of David Culclasure, 23 April 1846, copy in possession of Calhoun County Museum and 

Archives, St. Matthews, SC; State Plat Books (Charleston Series) (S213190), Henry Chisam, Plat for 2,185 Acres on 

Fall Branch, Orangeburgh District, Surveyed by Robert Brown, DS, 6 September 1786. Daniel Marchant Culler, 

Orangeburgh District, 1768-1868: History and Records (Spartanburg, SC: The Reprint Company, Publishers, 

1995), pp. 447, 549, and 608; United States Census Bureau, Population Schedules, 1820-1850, accessed 19 October 

2022, www.ancestry.com. In all census population schedules, Rev. Culclasure is simply recorded by his initials and 

last name, and in 1850 as a farmer. He’s not identified as a land surveyor or Methodist minister in any of the above 

referenced schedules. United States Census Bureau, Population Schedule, 1800, accessed 18 October 2022, 

www.ancestry.com. The 1800 Population Schedule indicates that David Culclasure and family were living in 

“Orange[burg] County, Between Edisto River, Beaver Creek & four holes [swamp]” and next door to his father-in-

law, Christian Inabnit (Inabinet). Additional research on www.ancestry.com indicates that David Culclasure was 

also born in Orangeburg District, SC in 1765, that his father may have been Phillip Colclazier (ca. 1740-<1790), 

born in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania and died in South Carolina sometime before 1790, and that his father before 

him may have been Christopher Kalklieser, born about 1710 in Frankenthal, Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany, and died 

after 1753 in Pennsylvania. 
22 See Section 7 on the dating of the main house. Although no original plat of the Culclasure-Geiger property has 

been found, in 1825 Rev. Culclasure as surveyor platted a 520-acre parcel belonging to his father which surrounding 

the intersection of the State Road (“Road from Granby to Orangeburgh”) with the road to the “old School House,” 

likely Belleville Road. The plat shows the land immediately west/northwest already belonged to “N. [Nathan] 

Culclasure.” Given the unit of measurement Culclasure used in producing this plat – that is “20 chains per Inch” 

http://www.ancestry.com/
http://www.ancestry.com/
http://www.ancestry.com/
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despite some exterior alterations, nonetheless retains a remarkable amount of its original interior 

fabric and form that convey its historical role as the primary residential space of an antebellum 

farmstead in Calhoun County. Notwithstanding the front and rear porch additions, the farmhouse 

still retains its original floorplan as well as original wood-plank wall and ceiling finishes. Even 

today its basic layout and appearance would be recognizable to the Culclasures (and later, 

Geigers) who called it home, as well as any enslaved people who worked inside the house in 

domestic roles. Also extant from the farmstead’s earliest days is the Culclasure family cemetery, 

the first burial at which took place in 1833. The cemetery retains approximately a dozen stone 

grave markers, including several with still-legible inscriptions. While a number of 19th century 

family cemeteries survive in Calhoun County, it appears relatively few do so as part of a still 

intact assemblage of farmstead resources that can collectively convey the deeper significance of 

the farmstead as a place of familial connection and occupation through both life and death.23   

 

Over the next several decades, Culclasure became one of the wealthier and more successful 

planters in Orangeburg District. As was true on many area plantations, the enslaved workers at 

the Culclasure-Geiger property produced and tended a variety of crops and livestock, with a 

primary focus on cotton cultivation. The agricultural enumeration for Rev. Culclasure’s 

plantation in 1850 included three horses, nine mules, 100 hogs, and forty cows, the value of 

which was placed at $1,100. Although his workers grew small quantities of wheat and rye, he did 

well with growing Indian corn, having produced 1,500 bushels that year. He produced 300 

bushels of peas and beans, as well as 200 bushels of sweet potatoes and fifty-two pounds of 

butter. His plantation that year also yielded forty-seven bales (18,800 pounds) of ginned cotton, 

with each bale equaling 400 pounds. These yields compare well to those of Rev. Culclasure’s 

neighbor and good friend Peter A. Buyck, whose plantation of 400 improved acres out of a total 

of 1,000 was valued in 1850 at $8,000 and supported by twenty enslaved persons. Likewise, 

another nearby neighbor David Houser whose plantation of 350 improved acres out of a total of 

1,350 was valued in 1850 at $10,000 and was supported by a labor force of fifty-five enslaved 

African Americans. Unlike Culclasure and Buyck, David Houser had some of his land in rice 

production.24 

 

Another measure of the growth of the Culclasure plantation was the increasing number of 

enslaved people who lived and worked the property. Enslaved African Americans were part of 

the farm’s operations from the beginning, with Rev. Culclasure owning thirteen enslaved people 

in 1830 about the time that the main house was built. That number expanded to twenty by 1840, 

with fifteen of those specifically being engaged in agricultural work. By 1850, he had amassed 

1,900 acres and forty enslaved persons working his 400 acres of improved land, and which likely 

                         

with each chain’s unit measuring sixty-six feet – it seems safe to assume that this plat represents tangible evidence 

of Rev. Culclasure’s ownership of the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead by that time. State Plat Books (Columbia Series: 

S213190 and S213192), in the collection of the S.C. Department of Archives and History, Columbia, SC, “Plat for 

520 Acres on Caw Caw Swamp and Beaver Creek, Orangeburgh District for David Culclasure, surveyed by N.C.D. 

Culclasure, 23 August 1825.” 
23 Based on survey of Calhoun County cemeteries registered at www.findagrave.com that include “family” in their 

name. As noted in Section 7, the burial place of the property’s enslaved residents is unknown. 
24 United States Census Bureau, Population Schedules, 1830, 1840, and 1850; United States Census Bureau, United 

States Agricultural Census, 1850, accessed Nov. 2019, www.ancestry.com. 

http://www.findagrave.com/
http://www.ancestry.com/
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included ten enslaved individuals he inherited from his father’s estate in 1846, named “Ephraim, 

Amos, Betsy, Sam, Rose, Ned, Charles, Albert, Celia, and Lydia.”25 The scale of operations at 

the farmstead is also suggested by Culclasure’s likely employment of several white workers. 

Although not all comparably sized farms employed overseers or skilled craftsmen, it appears 

from the 1850 census that Culclasure may have employed an overseer named Henry Ott, age 30, 

who lived there with his wife and five children. There was also a carpenter, David Stabler, age 

55, living on or adjacent to the property with his wife and seven children, one of the three oldest 

boys, Henry Stabler, age 25, a shoemaker, and the other two identified as laborers.26  

 

While the residences of the farmstead’s enslaved and free antebellum workers no longer remain, 

one extant resource associated with the property’s mid-19th century agricultural production is a 

wooden barn that the property’s current owners refer to as “The Past” and which was likely built 

around the 1850s.27 This structure has continued to be used for storage throughout its history and 

includes two likely postbellum side additions that capture the property’s evolving use for 

agricultural production into the late 19th and early 20th centuries, when it came into possession of 

the local Geiger family. 

 

Transition to Subsistence under the Geiger Family 

 

Rev. Culclasure died of tuberculosis in 1854, and while his surviving family continued 

overseeing farming operations at the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead, the ensuing years brought 

instability to the family plantation. The property was more or less deserted during the Civil War, 

during which time son Nathan Wesley Culclasure served in the Confederate Army, whose defeat 

secured the general emancipation of enslaved African Americans, including those who 

historically worked the Culclasure plantation. Little is known however about the administration 

and distribution of Culclasure’s estate following his death, but soon after the war his 

landholdings were ultimately in possession of several different parties. Either during or in the 

aftermath of the Civil War, the old Culclasure family home place passed into the hands of 

Nathan Wesley Culclasure. With the old home left vacant during the war and Nathan and his 

family living on their own farm nearby, circumstances warranted the place be sold. In 1867, 

Nathan sold 110 acres of land to Lexington County physician Dr. Franklin Jacob Geiger (1835-

1910). The conveyance included sixty acres in Lexington County on the opposite side of Big 

Beaver Creek from the farmstead, as well as fifty acres in Orangeburg County. This latter parcel, 

recalculated in a 1971 survey as 64.6 acres in size, includes the historical Culclasure home place 

and represents the acreage being nominated as the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead.28   

 

                         
25 United States Census Bureau, Orangeburg District, SC, 1840 and 1850; “Last Will and Testament of David 

Culclasure,” 23 April 1846, proved 28 September 1846, Culclasure Papers, Calhoun County Museum Archives. 
26 United States Census Bureau, Population Schedule, Orangeburg District, SC, 1850. Although Ott and Stabler are 

enumerated in separate households, their proximity between the households of Rev. Culclasure and his son-in-law 

Dr. John H.J. Hook and their identified occupations in the population schedule for 1850 provide at least 

circumstantial evidence that they were in Rev. Culclasure’s employ. 
27 See Section 7 for explanation of dating. 
28 See Additional Context for more information on Culclasure’s estate and his son’s war service. 
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Dr. Geiger and his wife Anna Elizabeth Geiger (1843-1905) settled into the old Culclasure place 

possibly as early as their purchase in 1867. Dr. Geiger maintained his medical practice after 

purchasing the farm, and his family transitioned the property away from the commodity 

production of cotton to smaller-scale subsistence farming. The property’s light agricultural use in 

the early 1870s is evident from local tax records, which show Dr. Geiger having paid taxes on 

two horses, several cows, and a few hogs. While some farming took place on the Lexington 

County acreage across the creek, the nominated 64.6-acre parcel that comprises the Culclasure-

Geiger Farmstead served as the family’s base of operations and continued to be a hub of 

agricultural activity, even if scaled-down, as it had been under the Culclasures.29 

 

Although the Geiger family continued to use the property primarily for subsistence, the scale of 

production undertaken from the farmstead increased over the next several decades, a 

development reflected in both the built resources on the property and in the documentary record. 

As late as 1880, Dr. Geiger was still not operating a substantial farm because most of his income 

derived from his medical practice, and most of his acreage remained wooded. By the middle of 

the decade though, he appears to have put twenty acres into crop and maintained six hogs, one 

horse, two cows and two mules, along with two carriages and two dogs. By 1895, Dr. Geiger had 

was raising four times as many hogs (twenty-four) and maintaining four carriages and wagons. 

Though unreliable in their annual listing of the number of buildings on the property, county tax 

records nonetheless show four buildings on Geiger’s property in 1885, with a fifth structure 

having apparently been added by 1895.30 By 1900, Dr. Geiger appears to have retired from his 

medical practice to farm the Culclasure-Geiger property on more of a full-time basis. Indeed, 

even the census record for 1900 listed him not as a doctor but as a “farmer,” aged sixty-four that 

year, along with his fifty-six-year-old wife Anna. Living in the extant main house were eight of 

their children, including their unmarried thirty-eight-year-old eldest daughter “Lizzie,” two 

teenage daughters, Lou (18) and Annie (16), and five sons – Herbert (27), Elliott (20), Rufus 

(14), and the youngest children, twelve-year-old twins Percy and Harold.31 

 

Upon Dr. Geiger’s death in 1910, the six unmarried Geiger children likely remained in the house 

and on the farm, with the eldest son Elliott (Stephen Elliott) Geiger becoming the head of the 

household and a farmer in his own right. The 1920 census reported him as such and upon his 

unexpected death from pneumonia just a month and a half later, he was lauded as “one of the 

county’s most substantial citizens; an extensive landowner, farmer and business man. He was 

                         
29 Informal interview with Fred H. Gantt by author, 17 October 2022. Percy L. Geiger, The Geigers of South 

Carolina, no publisher, 1945, pp. 61-65; Orangeburg County, Auditor’s Tax Duplicate Books, 1870, 1872, 1873, 

1874, 1875. 
30 Orangeburg County, Auditor’s Tax Duplicate Books, 1880, 1884, 1885, 1890, 1895. 
31 Other older sons (Charles and Franklin) and a daughter (Ellen) had married and were living elsewhere. Charles, a 

medical doctor, and Franklin, a dentist had established their respective practices in Manning, SC, where they were 

both living. One of the older sons, William had died in 1895 at twenty-six years old. Mrs. Anna Geiger died at home 

on 20 July 1905, followed five years later by Dr. Geiger on 30 November 1910. United States Census Bureau, 

United States Federal Census, 1900, 1920, 1930. 
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public spirited and well beloved by all who knew him.” According to his younger brother Percy 

at the time, “He [Elliott] was owner and boss” of the family farm.32 

 

Some of the farmstead’s extant outbuildings may be among those inventoried in Dr. Geiger’s 

1880s-90s tax records, with the most likely candidates being the small storage being immediately 

east of the main house as well as a small gable-front building, which may have served as a dairy 

house used to store milk collected from the family cows. Several others more likely date to the 

decade or so after Dr. Geiger’s death, when Elliott Geiger was in charge of farm operations. The 

windowless, ventilated, wood-frame building found just south of the main house and believed to 

be a “potato house” is typical of similar structures used in this period for storing and curing 

sweet potatoes on small farms throughout the southeastern U.S., where the warmer climate made 

it generally impossible to store potatoes in underground dugouts or cellars commonly used 

elsewhere, but which were subject to excess moisture and rot. Also probably built during this 

period is the sizable horse barn and stable located northeast of the main house, which the Geigers 

would have used for housing and prepping horses used to pull wagons and carriages to assist 

with tasks on the property or transport produce off the property. This is also very likely the same 

period of prosperity in which the front and rear porches were added to the main house, and the 

pecan trees were planted on the south side yard of the property. By 1930, five of Dr. Geiger’s 

children still lived in the old home place, with the youngest son Harold Conrad Geiger (1887-

1971) having assumed the role of head of household and principal farmer. Census records also 

identify his sixty-eight-year-old eldest sister Elizabeth (“Lizzie”) as a farmer as well. Louisa, or 

“Lou,” also lived there and operated a poultry farm, and she was likely responsible for the large 

chicken house that was built on the property and later converted to the non-contributing building 

referred to by the current owners as “The Tavern.”33 

 

Enslaved Labor to Tenantry 

 

Also likely built during the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead’s initial early 20th century growth was 

the extant tenant house. Even though the system of tenantry does not appear to have developed 

fully on the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead in the postbellum to early twentieth century period – 

perhaps because Dr. Geiger’s medical practice provided more subsidy than farming itself – it 

was nevertheless present in one form or another. 

 

The agricultural economy in which Rev. Culclasure and his family successors – indeed 

Orangeburg District, the state of South Carolina, and the entire South – operated depended 

principally upon cotton and the forced labor of African Americans. The only crop in South 

                         
32 “Dr. Franklin J. Geiger,” Columbia Record, December 1, 1910, p. 3. “S. Elliott Geiger Obituary,” unsourced 2 

March 1920 newspaper, https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/40301273/stephen-elliott-geiger [page created by 

Herman Ruple Durr, 5 August 2009; obituary added by Juanda Owens B.]. Death Certificate for Stephen Elliott 

Geiger, 7 April 1920, South Carolina Death Records, Calhoun County, South Carolina Department of Archives and 

History, Columbia, SC. 
33 “Successful Methods of Storing Potatoes,” Greenville News, July 19, 1917, p. 3. U.S. Department of Agriculture, 

“Storage of Sweetpotatoes”, Farmers Bulletin No. 1442, Aug. 1934, esp. p. 12-13. Also refer to Section 7 for 

additional details on the form and material of these structures. United States Census Bureau, United States Federal 

Census, 1920, 1930. 

https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/40301273/stephen-elliott-geiger
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Carolina that rivaled cotton was rice and it too depended heavily upon enforced African 

American slave labor. Unlike cotton that could be produced statewide, tidal rice production was 

limited to the coastal region. Only limited quantities of upland rice were produced in limited 

areas of places such as Orangeburg District. While the Culclasures and their enslaved work force 

produced other commodities primarily for subsistence purposes, it was their dependence upon 

cotton as a market and cash crop that kept their farm and consequently the plantation system 

throughout the state and region going from year to year. If sale prices dropped because farmers 

produced too much cotton for market or production dropped because land became worn out from 

planting cotton on the same land year in and year out, the answer often and generally during the 

antebellum period was to clear new land for planting or, if an insufficient amount of uncleared 

land was not owned already, the alternative was to purchase more or move to where there was 

more suitable land available for planting cotton. Such a system and way of life defended and 

drove the expansion of slavery westward into new territories but as it did it became less and less 

tenable and ultimately would have far reaching political and social consequences, culminating in 

disunion and the Civil War. Diversified farming and crop rotation were practices known by 

many planters of upland cotton during the period, but very little of that knowledge was ever put 

into practice. An economy based largely upon the fortunes and misfortunes of a single 

commodity persisted in South Carolina and particularly in locales such as Orangeburg County of 

the nineteenth century and Calhoun County of the early twentieth century.34 

 

After the Civil War, one of the primary arrangements under which cotton and other crops were 

grown was the tenant farming system. Under the tenant farming system, individuals were 

allowed to work and live on land as though it were there own, even though they did not hold 

legal title. In exchange, farmers provided to the actual landowner either cash payments or a share 

of the harvested crop, with the latter arrangement being known as “sharecropping.” Although 

tenantry was practiced in South Carolina from the colonial era, its prevalence increased 

dramatically after the Civil War, as the abolition of slavery eliminated what had been the state’s 

primary agricultural labor system. This trend also unfolded in Calhoun County, including at the 

Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead. Generally and certainly initially, emancipated slaves viewed 

tenantry as a means of improving their lives through the hope of land ownership, however, 

tenantry became a way of life with little to no chance for advancement for African Americans 

and many poor whites that would persist through the first half of the twentieth century.35  

 

Although few specifics are known about the nature or extent of tenantry at the Culclasure-Geiger 

Farmstead, the tenant house that remains on the property dates to at least ca. 1920 and serves to 

represent this important dimension of the property’s history and its broader evolution from a 

slavery-based plantation enterprise to smaller-scale farming predicated on free labor. Census 

records provide some indication of families who very likely lived and worked on the property as 

tenants however. In the 1870 census, the listings for Dr. Geiger and his family are immediately 

followed by a ten-year-old African American domestic servant Rose Guignard living in the 

                         
34 Walter Edgar, ed., The South Carolina Encyclopedia, “Cotton” by Charles F. Kovacik, pp. 229-30. 
35 Walter Edgar, ed., The South Carolina Encyclopedia, “Agriculture” by Eldred E. Prince, Jr., p. 9; and “Tenantry” 

by Orville Vernon Burton, Beatrice Burton, and Matthew Cheney, pp. 952-954. Walter Edgar, ed., The South 

Carolina Encyclopedia, “Tenantry” by Orville Vernon Burton, Beatrice Burton, and Matthew Cheney, pp. 953. 
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household with the family, followed by three African American families recorded as living in 

separate households, with surnames Kamson (Kempson), Light, and Brister. Several members of 

these households were identified as “farmer” or “farm laborer” and many include some who 

worked the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead. Although the next two available censuses (1880 and 

1900) did not record any African American or other tenants located adjacent to the Geiger 

family, members of the Kempson family remained in the same general vicinity in 1880. In 1910, 

members of the Kempson as well as Wannamaker families were living on or adjacent to the 

Geiger property, with male heads of household identified as farmers and one female member of 

their respective households identified as laborers. By 1920, members of at least two other 

African American families and possibly one white family were likely living on or adjacent to and 

working for wages on the Geiger farm.36 

 

Whether any of the above families lived in the surviving Culclasure-Geiger tenant house is 

unclear. However, the resource is known to have long-served as the residence of Joe Edmonds, 

whose family was one of five or six African American families living in proximity to or on the 

Geiger farm by 1930 (others included members of the Edmond, Jones, Kempson, and Bobian 

families). Born as early as 1892 but more likely 1896, Edmond lived with his father Henry 

Edmond and family and worked as a farm laborer and wage earner in a section of eastern 

Calhoun County as early as 1910. Joe served his nation in the U.S. Army at Camp Jackson near 

Columbia, SC during World War I. At the time of his enlistment and registration for service in 

1917, his record says that he was born in 1896, single, and working as a laborer on the farm of 

the Geigers’ neighbor J.J. Millender—but his registration officer was none other than S.E. 

(Elliott) Geiger. Joe Edmond was single and living with his family again in 1920, but once 

married he appears to have moved to the Geiger farm and remained associated with and living 

there until his death at nearly 100 years old. In 1930, Edmond and wife Stella Edmond lived near 

or on the Geiger property with their two children—possibly in the extant tenant house—renting 

and farming land from Harold Geiger. By 1940 he was identified as a farm laborer for wages, 

and his wife Stella Edmond was identified as the “private family cook.” The one tenant house 

remaining on and contributing to the significance of the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead is where 

Joe Edmond spent his later years.37 

 

 

 

 

                         
36 United States Census Bureau, United States Federal Census, Orangeburg County, SC, 1870, 1880, 1900, 1910, 

1920. See Additional Context for more detailed information about these families and the possible circumstances of 

their occupancy. 
37 United States Census Bureau, United States Federal Census, Calhoun County, SC, 1910-1940; U.S., World War I 

Draft Registration Card, 1917-18, found on www.Ancestry.com; Fred Gantt, Interview with Andrew W. Chandler, 

25 October 2022. Gantt said that when he and his wife purchased the Culclasure-Geiger place in 1972, Edmond was 

still living there and had resided in the house for as long as anyone in the community could remember. Gantt said 

that his wife helped Edmond research and secure his U.S. Army pension, and that Gantt and his wife moved the one 

remaining tenant house on the property nearer the main house, renovated it, and allowed Mr. Edmond to live in it for 

the remainder of his life. Gantt said that Joe Edmond did odd jobs around the farm until he could no longer, and 

when he died in the mid-1990s, the Gantts paid for his funeral expenses. 

http://www.ancestry.com/
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Decline of Agriculture at the Farmstead 

 

Although Dr. Geiger’s descendants found success planting cotton and other subsistence, several 

factors coincided beginning in 1920 to hasten the decline of agriculture on the Culclasure-Geiger 

Farmstead. Elliott Geiger’s death in March of that year brought instability to the farm’s 

operations, which only intensified with the arrival of the boll weevil in Calhoun County in the 

early 1920s. The insect first arrived in South Carolina in 1917 and began to significantly impact 

the state a few years later, devouring cotton crops across the state and devastating the broader 

agricultural economy.38 Because Calhoun County’s fortunes were so immersed in cotton and an 

agriculturally based economy, it would take many years – through the agricultural depression of 

the 1920s and the Great Depression of the 1930s and beyond - to recover from the destruction of 

the boll weevil. Many farms were lost and sold for taxes and those that survived became more 

diversified with the introduction of pecans, cattle and hog production, and truck farming.39  

 

The Geigers managed to hold on to their farm, especially the home place, under the care of the 

youngest brother Harold Geiger and with assistance from his twin brother Percy Geiger and their 

sisters. Both Harold and Percy had served in World War I, but Harold returned to the farm to 

work with his older brother Elliott, while college-educated Percy became a public-school teacher 

and in 1928 began a seventeen-year career as Superintendent of Calhoun County schools. Harold 

Geiger was probably responsible for planting pecan trees on the property in the 1920s and his 

sister Lou Geiger established a poultry farm there to subsidize the farm’s income, while carrying 

on with subsistence farming.40
 While some diversification served to help sustain and save the 

Geiger farm and many others locally from going under during the difficult years of the Great 

Depression of the 1930s and the migration of farm workers to cities both in South Carolina and 

the north before and during World War II, most Calhoun County farmers remained wed to cotton 

as other regions of the state favored industry or at least a more diverse agricultural economy. In 

any event, World War II accelerated the pace of change for most things in South Carolina and 

the nation including agriculture so that by the late 1940s the persistent cotton culture of Calhoun 

County had become more mechanized with tractors, implements, and harvesters replacing 

tenants who for so long had played a vital role on the farm.41 

 

Criterion A – Transportation:  

 

The Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead is also locally eligible for the National Register under 

Criterion A: Transportation, for its associations with 19th century travel and hospitality 

practices—especially, the main house and a long-abandoned but intact segment of the State 

                         
38 Ibid., Estate of S.E. Geiger, 1920-1921. Note: S. Elliott Geiger’s interest in the Home Place and other properties 

passed with his death on 1 March 1920 to his surviving brothers and sisters, as well as to deceased siblings’ 

children; Walter Edgar, ed., The South Carolina Encyclopedia, “Calhoun County” by Debbie Roland, p. 123. Walter 

Edgar, South Carolina: A History, p. 485. 
39 Walter Edgar, ed., The South Carolina Encyclopedia, “Calhoun County” by Debbie Roland, p. 123. 
40 Percy L. Geiger, The Geigers of South Carolina, no publisher, 1945, pp. 61-65. 
41 Walter Edgar, ed., The South Carolina Encyclopedia, “Calhoun County” by Debbie Roland, p. 123, and 

“Agriculture” by Eldred E. Prince, Jr., p. 10. 
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Road, a major route that connected South Carolina’s two principal cities of Columbia and 

Charleston in the antebellum era.  

 

The State Road 

 

The Culclasure-Geiger main house was built purposefully along the State Road, a vital piece of 

South Carolina’s 19th century transportation infrastructure that passed through Calhoun County, 

and an extant section of which serves as a contributing resource to the Culclasure-Geiger 

Farmstead.  

 

Much of the State Road was developed from the same corridor as the Cherokee Path, an earlier 

trading path connecting the South Carolina coast to the mountains, that was used by the area’s 

native residents prior to European contact. Europeans subsequently made extensive use of the 

path, documenting it by 1730 and making it an important piece of South Carolina’s colonial 

infrastructure that facilitated exploration, settlement, and development. The Cherokee Path was 

often used during events related to the American Revolution, and after the war it provided a 

crucial link between Charleston and Columbia while the latter city was being developed to 

replace Charleston as the state capital.42 In the 19th century, state leaders began working to more 

fully develop the path into a formal public road. In December 1818, the state established a Board 

of Public Works and appropriated funds to begin constructing what would be known as the State 

Road, which included a 110-mile stretch from Columbia to Charleston as well as an upper 

segment in northwestern South Carolina. When construction began on the lower State Road, the 

work was initially performed by workers paid directly by the state, a system the state abandoned 

in 1823 in favor of contracting out the work to private enterprises. In 1829, the state completed 

work on the road and transferred authority for maintaining it to local commissioners.43 

 

The portion of the State Road found on the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead is today a narrow dirt 

roadcut through the woods that runs slightly to the west of and parallel to the property’s main 

access entrance road/driveway.44 Exactly when the segment was built is unclear, but it dates to at 

                         
42 Edwin Breeden, comp. A Guidebook to South Carolina Historical Markers (Columbia, SC: University of South 

Carolina Press, 2021); “Old State Road” historical marker, erected 1965, State Road (State Highway 2), Cayce, 

Lexington County, SC, accessed 2 February 2022 at www.hmdb.org. “Backcountry” is a mostly colonial-era term 

that referred to South Carolina’s more sparsely settled interior, away from the earlier-developed coastal areas of the 

state’s “Lowcountry,” especially Charleston. 
43 Walter Edgar, ed., The South Carolina Encyclopedia, “State Road” by Allan D. Charles, p. 925 and 

“Transportation” by William S. Brockington, Jr., p. 975; Wallace, South Carolina: A Short History, 1520-1948, p. 

375.  
44 Like other sections of the State Road, the segment at the farmstead likely also corresponds to the original routing 

of the earlier Cherokee Path. The nominated acreage is likely located on a portion of what was historically a 2,185-

acre state land grant parcel on Beaver Creek to Henry Chisam (Chisolm), the plat for which was dated 6 September 

1786 and included a labeled segment of the “Road to Charleston.” Just three years later, on a 340-acre state grant 

plat for Peter Oliver dated 23 November 1789, the course that the “Road to Charleston” took as it approached 

Beaver Creek on the Orangeburg District side appears remarkably like the route the State Road would take in the 

1820s as it approached Corbin’s Bridge over Beaver Creek and how the abandoned segment on the nominated and 

adjacent property still does today. Within the past few years, Native American shards and projectile points, a British 

coin from 1772, and cannon ball dating to the Revolutionary War have been found either under the house or near the 

http://www.hmdb.org/
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least the road’s completion in 1829 and, as discussed earlier, was undoubtedly a key factor in 

Rev. Culclasure’s decision where to locate his family farmstead. Indeed, Culclasure was clearly 

keen to the road’s local importance and value. While serving on a local board of road 

commissioners, he had his own enslaved workers rebuilt the bridge over Beaver Creek on the 

State Road at least once. In 1841, he petitioned the legislature to reimburse him $410 for 

contracting with the Superintendent of Public Works, providing the materials for, and rebuilding 

the State Road bridge (Corbin’s Bridge) over Beaver Creek after it was washed away in a 

“freshet” in March 1841. After years of requesting recompense for his private efforts on behalf 

of a public conveyance, records of the Commission of Public Works show that in 1850 John 

Gibbes, Superintendent, had finally paid Rev. Culclasure $400 the previous year.45 Such efforts 

by Culclasure demonstrated the State Road’s value to Calhoun County, as well as the public’s 

need for good roads to and from Charleston for the transport of commodities to and from market. 

 

Gaining easy access to markets in Charleston or Columbia by road or river was critical for 

backcountry farmers in Calhoun County and elsewhere, especially as the railroad was still in its 

infancy in South Carolina. The State Road, including the segment now being nominated, 

answered this need for Rev. Culclasure and his neighbors. By 1840, Rev. Culclasure’s expanding 

farm supported twenty-seven individuals, including his immediate family of seven and the 

twenty enslaved people who worked his plantation. By 1850, his plantation supported some 

forty-seven individuals, including forty enslaved people.46 It is most likely that a farm of this size 

grew cotton, which had to be worked, processed, and transported on the State Road, on inferior 

local roads, or travel by river to market. Transportation was an important part of agricultural 

survival in the antebellum period. Cotton had to reach northern manufacturing states or travel 

overseas for further processing and refining. Culclasure’s own parcel included not only the State 

Road but also its bridge across Beaver Creek, and likely had access to a connecting road to the 

Congaree River.   

 

Somewhat ironically, the specific segment of road where Rev. Culclasure established the 

farmstead seems to have likely gained in appeal when after several years the route of the State 

Road shifted slightly away from the farmstead. An 1828 survey line drawn to divide the St. 

Matthews and Orangeburg parishes roughly parallels the State Road and suggests the beginnings 

of a southward realignment of the State Road from its crossing at Corbin’s Bridge on Big Beaver 

Creek to a crossing at the intersection of Little and Big Beaver Creek where Corbin’s (later 

Culclasure’s) grist and sawmills were located at that time. A plat Rev. Culclasure drew for a 

                         

house and former State Road. This suggests the frequent use of the nearby historic road in this era. A.S. Salley, Jr., 

commentator, George Hunter’s Map of the Cherokee Country and the Path thereto in 1730, p. 3. State Plat Books 

(Columbia Series: S213190), S.C. Department of Archives and History, Columbia, SC, “Plat for 340 Acres on 

Beaver Creek, Orangeburgh District for Peter Oliver, surveyed by Henry Smith, Deputy Surveyor, 23 November 

1789.” 
45 John Gibbes, “Report of the Commission of Public Works,” State of South Carolina, 1850; Nathan C.D. 

Culclasure, Petition and Supporting Papers, Asking the Legislature to Honor a Contract Between Him and J.G. Kell, 

Superintendent of Public Works, for Bridge Repairs, Petitions to the General Assembly, 1841, Accessed 12 

November 2019, www.https://shpo.sc.gov/research-and-genealogy/online-research. 
46 United States Census Bureau, Orangeburg District, SC, 1840 and 1850; “Last Will and Testament of David 

Culclasure,” 23 April 1846, proved 28 September 1846, Culclasure Papers, Calhoun County Museum Archives. 

http://www.https/shpo.sc.gov/research-and-genealogy/online-research
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neighboring planter Thomas Oliver in 1836 for a tract consisting of 1,184 acres immediately to 

the east of his own property seems to document that by that time a realignment of the State Road 

slightly to the south, was already occurring. The plat shows a divergence or fork in the main road 

as it moves westward, with the northern route labeled “Old Road” and the more southern route 

designated as “State Road.” Consequently, traffic on the older road alignment where Rev. 

Culclasure’s house was already standing likely increased by the mid-1830s and continued at least 

to the 1850s. Since that portion of the State Road likely once again became a free public road, 

with tolls then transferred to the realigned State Road to the south, it seems only natural that 

travelers, given their general aversion to tolls in the first place, likely favored the free former 

State Road that ran past the Culclasure-Geiger main house. If that was the case in fact as early as 

the mid-1830s, it may explain why Rev. Culclasure added rooms so soon after construction of 

his house for the purpose of letting them out to strangers traveling along the road (discussed in 

more detail below).  

 

The segment of the State Road at the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead is an exceedingly rare 

remnant of this important piece of Calhoun County’s early-to-mid 19th century transportation 

infrastructure. One other small stretch of the original roadway known to survive was listed in the 

National Register of Historic Places as the Cherokee Path, Sterling Land Grant in 1976. That 

two-acre parcel, which is crossed by the Cherokee Path/State Road, commemorates the first 

proprietary land grant in present-day Calhoun County of 570 acres in 1704 to George Sterling, 

one of the area’s first white settlers and inhabitants, and is marked with a stone monument and a 

state historical marker.47 The section of the road on the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead fell out of 

use by the 1850s with the realignment of this portion of the State Road to the south along what is 

now U.S. Hwy. 176, AKA “Old State Rd.” This segment’s removal from the road’s official 

routing possibly facilitated its preservation by sparing it from the modern paving that now covers 

the highway and much of the original State Road route. 

 

Stranger Rooms at the Main House 

 

The Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead is also eligible under Criterion A: Transportation for the main 

house, which was modified soon after its construction to include a locally rare intact pair of what 

are variously known as company, preacher, traveler, or stranger rooms.48 

 

In the mid-19th century, many private homes located along rural public roads like the State Road 

also functioned as wayside inns where frequent travelers knew they would be welcomed for the 

night. Proprietors offered lodging and/or meals and drink as an additional source of income, and 

also out of deference to traditions of hospitality, which were often especially strong among 

country folk in places like Calhoun County. Likely before 1840, Rev. Culclasure enclosed the 

two bays of each end of the engaged front porch to provide additional living space. Given the 

circumstance of the house’s proximity to the State Road, it is most likely that Rev. Culclasure 

                         
47 “Cherokee Path, Sterling Land Grant National Register nomination, Calhoun County, South Carolina.” 
48 Additional discussion of the stranger rooms is included in the Criterion C discussion below. 
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altered his home in this manner to accommodate travelers or strangers passing through this part 

of South Carolina on their way between Charleston and Columbia and the Upcountry.49 

 

Since Rev. Culclasure was a Methodist preacher and no doubt familiar with the practice and 

plight of circuit riding ministers, he undoubtedly appreciated the welcome of hospitable hosts 

along his own circuits. While he certainly may have rented his rooms for a fee, it is also 

reasonable to expect that he wished to extend to others—whether circuit riders or otherwise—the 

same goodwill and hospitality of a meal and a place to rest in privacy that he would himself have 

appreciated while out on the road, traveling between his congregations. It is difficult to say just 

how long these rooms may have been reserved for travelers, but more than likely the practice 

was not continued under Dr. Geiger’s ownership, given the political and social tenor of the 

postbellum period and the fact that between 1867 and 1887 his family of children grew from 

three to thirteen (it could not have been easy to accommodate for such a growing family without 

making significant additions and changes to the house). It can therefore be safely assumed that 

the stranger rooms were not incorporated into the family quarters of the main house until after 

Rev. Culclasure’s death in 1854, and possibly not until after Dr. Geiger’s purchase in 1867. 

Notwithstanding the subsequent addition of interior access to the rooms as well as the later porch 

addition, the original form of the rooms is still evident, and they are able to convey their original 

function as vital accommodations for 19th century travelers along the State Road. 

 

Criterion C – Architecture: 

 

The Culclasure-Geiger House, constructed ca. 1830, is an excellent and largely intact local 

example of what has come to be known as a “Carolina Cottage,”50 or Tidewater Cottage as it has 

been known along the coastal plain of North and South Carolina. The form can also be found 

farther inland in the sandhills of the Carolinas. The Culclasure family modified the house early in 

its existence to include porch or piazza rooms also commonly known as company, preacher, 

traveler, or stranger rooms. These rooms allowed the family to accommodate for and offer 

hospitality to those traveling along the State Road. Although attached front and rear porches 

were added in the early twentieth century, the Culclasure-Geiger House’s core, form, and 

character can still be perceived, read, and understood as a Carolina Cottage. According to Little, 

the Carolina Cottage, “with a stranger room, provides material proof of the code of vernacular 

hospitality – the sense of the community as extended family in the rural Carolinas in the 

nineteenth century. The room was a fluid feature – it was easily added and just as easily 

removed…As the code of hospitality disappeared, most of the company rooms were gradually 

                         
49 Construction details of these enclosures appear to be nearly identical to those of the house’s original construction, 

indicating the modification occurred very early in the home’s history. See Section 7 as well as the Criterion C: 

Architecture discussion for more details. M. Ruth Little, “Vernacular Hospitality in the Carolinas: The Tidewater 

Cottage and the Preacher Room,” Arris: The Journal of the Southeast Chapter of the Society of Architectural 

Historians 15 (2004): 
50 Margaret Ruth Little, Carolina Cottage: A Personal History of the Piazza House, p. 105. A name coined and 

defined by noted regional architectural historian, Margaret Ruth Little of Raleigh, North Carolina, as “a one-and-

one-half-story, side-gabled dwelling with an integral piazza. 
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torn away to create larger piazzas, often leaving behind traces of their partition walls.”51 Oddly 

though, the company (stranger) rooms of the Culclasure-Geiger House were never removed by 

neither the Culclasure nor the succeeding Geiger families, but retained to accommodate their 

respective growing families. It is likely that interior access to the stranger rooms occurred only 

after they ceased to be used as such, possibly in the 1850s or after the 1876 death of Dr. Geiger. 

 

Carolina Cottages in Calhoun County 

 

Examples of the Carolina Cottage in Calhoun County that are similar in their architectural form 

to the Culclasure-Geiger House are the ca.1800 Oakland Plantation, a raised cottage with a side 

gable roof, and the Ulmer-Summers House, another one-and-a-half-story lateral-gabled building 

with a stranger room at either end of its front porch. 

 

Oakland Plantation: 

Likely built 1805-1810, this substantial clapboard-sided cottage is a one-and-one-half-story over 

a basement raised approximately eight feet above grade.52 Featuring a lateral gabled roof with 

flush raking cornice fascia (no eave), it compares well to the Culclasure-Geiger House in its 

massing and side elevation profile. In addition, Oakland has similar placement of its interior 

chimneys on the rear roof slope of its original central block, thus indicating that the floor plans of 

the two houses are similar with a central hall and flanking large main rooms and shallower rear 

rooms serviced by double-flue chimneys and fireplaces. Where Oakland differs principally with 

the Culclasure-Geiger House is that it is set upon a much higher brick pier foundation, not field 

stone, and features a front porch that is attached and not integral (engaged), as was the 

Culclasure-Geiger House’s original porch configuration. The National Register nomination for 

Oakland Plantation mentions in its interior description that its stairway is in the rear part of the 

entrance hall, whereas the Culclasure-Geiger House’s staircase rises immediately to the right 

(south) upon entering the central hall at the front entrance. The document neglects however to 

describe the staircase or how it is configured to reach the second floor. Oakland also was 

expanded early in its history to include parallel lateral gabled wings featuring end chimneys, 

each wing recessed so that it engages the house’s central block at either rear corner. Whether 

added at the same time or later was an open shed-roofed rear porch in the form of a loggia that 

featured covered access to each wing at either end of the porch. The nomination in fact states that 

there are openings on either end of the porch to access the wings, and that the open rear porch 

was enclosed and converted at some later time into a sun porch. Oakland does not appear to have 

a central rear inset or in antis porch as does the Culclasure-Geiger House. 

                         
51 Ibid.; M. Ruth Little, “Vernacular Hospitality in the Carolinas: The Tidewater Cottage and the Preacher Room,” 

Arris: The Journal of the Southeast Chapter of the Society of Architectural Historians 15 (2004): 36-37.  
52 National Register Sites in Calhoun County, S.C. Department of Archives and History. “Oakland Plantation,” 

1975. Accessed 25 October 2022, http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/calhoun/nrcalhoun.htm. Note: The National 

Register nomination for Oakland Plantation states that the house was built about 1800, and that its first known 

occupant was William Sabb Thomson (1785-1841). If it was built in or about 1800, Thomson would have been only 

fifteen years old. It is therefore highly unlikely that he would have been responsible for building it if the 

construction date is correct. Some sources have said that the house was built before the American Revolution, but 

those claims remain unsubstantiated. Otherwise, Thomson’s father or grandfather would have been more than likely 

its builder(s).  

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/calhoun/nrcalhoun.htm
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Ulmer-Summers House: 

Originally thought to have been constructed in the late 1700s on land granted to John Jacob 

Ulmer in 1757, the house was more likely built 1800-1804 and then renovated after its relocation 

in 1852. The Ulmer-Summers House was constructed previously on a high brick pier foundation 

but is currently on a relatively low brick foundation and features a similar side profile as the 

Culclasure-Geiger House. Its main roof extends over a loggia or in antis porch on the house’s 

façade, similar to the engaged porch roof of the original porch on the Culclasure-Geiger House, 

as well as the piazza rooms on either ends of the facade. It also retains flush fascia board raking  

cornice eaves along the side gables, an original feature on the Culclasure-Geiger House. Both 

appear to share a central hall plan; however, the nomination for the Ulmer-Summers House 

suggests that it may have originally been a dogtrot that was enclosed later. The facades differ 

significantly in that the Ulmer-Summers house has an inset porch or loggia that extends across 

three of the façade’s five bays, but similar in that each of the piazza rooms has an entrance door 

from the porch. The piazza rooms of the Ulmer-Summers House’s front elevation, smaller in 

dimensions, are probably not original but were added as stranger rooms, same as with the 

Culclasure-Geiger House. The three pedimented dormers on the front elevation and the split stair 

to the front porch were added during the 1960 remodeling.”53 Historic photographs in the 

possession of the Calhoun County Museum and Archives reveal that the house had no dormers, a 

straight run of wooden steps at the center of the front porch, and a long rear ell connected by a 

breezeway or dogtrot. The buildings also differ in that the Ulmer-Summers House has exterior 

end chimneys on each side elevation.54 

 

The more typical antebellum examples of residential architecture that survive in rural Calhoun 

County, South Carolina, express the popularity of the Classical Revival style, the Greek Revival 

style, and the I-House form. Often two stories with symmetrical patterns featuring a porch on the 

façade, they are typically on a raised basement or high foundation. Examples of these types that 

are listed in the National Register of Historic Places in Calhoun County include the ca.1830 

William Baker House, an example of the Classical Revival style, the 1829 David Houser House, 

a locally significant illustration of the I-House form, Midway Plantation’s ca.1859 façade with 

Greek Revival and Federal influences, and the ca.1820 Puritan Farm I-House form with a 

Classical Revival vocabulary.55    

 

In 1971, A Survey of Historical Sites in the Lower Savannah Region of South Carolina compiled 

short descriptions and photographs of historic buildings in Calhoun and surrounding counties. 

The buildings included were some of the same ones listed later in the National Register 

(referenced above), and other examples confirm the trend of typical architectural patterns such as 

                         
53 National Register Sites in Calhoun County, S.C. Department of Archives and History. “Ulmer-Summers House,” 

1973. Accessed 8 December 2021, http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/calhoun/nrcalhoun.htm.  
54 National Register Sites in Calhoun County, S.C. Department of Archives and History. “Ulmer-Summers House,” 

1973. Summary of National Register listing, Accessed 18 November 2019, 

www.schpr.sc.gov/index.php/Detail/properties/11843.  
55 National Register Sites in Calhoun County, S.C. Accessed 13 November 2019, 

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/calhoun/nrcalhoun.htm.  

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/calhoun/nrcalhoun.htm
http://www.schpr.sc.gov/index.php/Detail/properties/11843
http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/calhoun/nrcalhoun.htm
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two-story buildings with Classical Revival details or I-House forms.56 Very few are of the one-

and-a-half-story type with lateral gable roofs used in the design of the Culclasure-Geiger House. 

The Culclasure-Geiger House was not included in the study, perhaps due to its ostensibly 

deteriorated or disguised condition, given that at the time it was still sheathed in asbestos shingle 

siding, had a partial front porch enclosure, a metal porch awning obscuring much of the façade’s 

form and character, and lowered false ceilings on the interior. The survey occurred the year 

before the current owners purchased the property and began its rehabilitation. 

 

The Culclasure-Geiger House is distinct architecturally. It is on a relatively low stone and brick 

pier foundation, approximately four feet in height, rather than a basement. It is one-and-a-half 

stories, and features a broad, extended roof shape, which was created by a roof that sheltered the 

partially enclosed front porch and rear shed rooms as well as the central in antis rear porch.  

When constructed, the roof plane was a single pitch extending over the front porch and rear 

section, therefore when viewed from each gable end elevation, it has a broad but distinctly A-

frame form. Unlike the Culclasure-Geiger House, many early Carolina cottages of both North 

and South Carolina featured original dual or broken-pitched rooflines. Some South Carolina 

examples of the dual-pitched roof form in the Carolina Cottage include the ca. 1820 New Market 

house on a raised masonry basement floor in southwestern Williamsburg County, or the ca. 1795 

Zachariah Cantey House (Buckton) in the Boykin vicinity of Kershaw County. Both examples 

display an engaged porch roof but of the “rain porch” variety occurring almost exclusively in 

South Carolina counties north of the Santee and east of the Wateree and Catawba rivers.57  

 

None of the examples cited above from South Carolina, except for the Ulmer-Summers House in 

Calhoun County, feature enclosed stranger rooms. Although Carolina cottages are extant in both 

South and North Carolina in significant numbers, few feature any more the engaged front porch 

stranger rooms still intact. Two such houses in North Carolina are the ca. 1832 Charles C. and 

Mary Shaw House in Southern Pines (Moore County), and the ca. 1830 Whitfield-Dunn-

Wiggins-Canady House known as “LaFayette” in the Graingers vicinity of Lenoir County.58 

Although they have gable end instead of interior chimneys, LaFayette and Sloop Point (ca. 1726-

29, then remodeled and expanded into a Carolina cottage in 1760) in coastal Pender County, NC, 

represent two of the very few Carolina cottages that feature the broad A-frame, unbroken front 

and rear roof slope form most like the Culclasure-Geiger House. While these North Carolina 

examples are helpful for context and in understanding the form and type, the purpose of this 

document is only to argue a local level of significance for the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead.  

                         
56 Lower Savannah Regional Planning and Development Commission, “A Survey of Historical Sites in the Lower 

Savannah Region,” 1971. 
57 National Register Sites in Williamsburg and Kershaw counties, S.C. Department of Archives and History. “New 

Market,” 1998, and “Zachariah Cantey House,” 1983 Accessed 25 January 2022, 

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/williamsburg/nrwilliamsburg.htm and 

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/kershaw/nrkershaw.htm; Walter Edgar, ed., The South Carolina Encyclopedia, 

“Rain porch” by Andrew W. Chandler, p. 771. 
58 Little, Carolina Cottage, pp. 20-22, 32, 48, 86, and 90; M. Ruth Little, et al. Coastal Plain and Fancy: The 

Historic Architecture of Lenoir County and Kinston, North Carolina (Kinston, NC: The Lenoir County Historical 

Association, Inc., 1998), pp. 52, 358-359; Catherine W. Bishir and Michael T. Southern, A Guide to the Historic 

Architecture of Eastern North Carolina (Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina Press, 1996), p. 171. 

http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/williamsburg/nrwilliamsburg.htm
http://www.nationalregister.sc.gov/kershaw/nrkershaw.htm
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The Culclasure-Geiger House’s vernacular architecture is irregular and therefore does not 

conform to the pattern of most of the identified buildings in either North or South Carolina’s 

coastal plain or sandhills regions. It is therefore significant for its largely intact and unusual 

vernacular expression of an antebellum farmhouse. Its interior is remarkably intact, and the 

exterior, while altered with the ca. 1835 stranger room front porch enclosures and the addition of 

attached front and rear porches, retains the roofline and footprint of the original Carolina cottage. 

The early enclosure of each end of the original engaged front porch, while changing the 

appearance of the house’s façade, occurred well before the original owner and builder died in 

1854 and should be viewed as an integral part of the house’s design and form. It is a change in 

that design and form that reflects an early evolution of a house type caused by circumstances of 

location and use. Although the attached front and rear porches are not original or an early 

addition to the house, they were added ca. 1920 by the Geiger family that occupied the house and 

property for approximately 100 years. They do represent the evolution of a relatively modest 

antebellum plantation house within the context of a working farmstead during the postbellum 

and early twentieth century. These porches had existed some fifty years when the current owners 

purchased the property in 1972 and represent a reasonable addition to the house that simply 

expanded the small, attached front and rear porches remaining extant as evidenced in the 1913 

images of the front and rear elevations. The existence of the pre-1913 front and rear porches is 

still recognizably evident in the cut marks (ghostings) along the front and rear wall elevations 

within the spaces of each attached porch. Instead of removing the ca. 1920 attached porches, the 

current owners chose to remove a non-historic enclosure on the front porch and preserve them in 

place.   

 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Developmental history/additional historic context information (if appropriate) 

 

Culclasure Family History 

 

Rev. Nathan Christian David Culclasure (1801-1854), son of David Culclasure (1765-1846) and 

Mary Magdalene “Polly” Inabinet (1776-1860) of Orangeburgh District, South Carolina, was 

married to Drusilla Kaigler (1802-1859) from the same community on 26 August 1822. Their 

first child, a son named Kaigler Culclasure was born 19 July 1823. Rev. Culclasure and his wife 

Drusilla aged forty-nine and forty-eight, respectively, at the time of the 1850 census, still had 

four children at home: Nathan W. [Wesley] (age 16), Drusilla F. [Fletcher] (age 14), Elizabeth 

(age 11) and Mary [Magdalene] (age 9). Their eldest daughter, Harriett Newel Culclasure (1825-

1852) was already married to Dr. John H.J. Hook, a local physician who after Harriett’s death 

married Harriett’s younger sister, Drusilla Fletcher “Fletch” Culclasure (1836-1856). Also, their 

daughter, Matilda Culclasure (1831-1858) was already married to Capt. Jacob George 

Wannamaker (1821-1887) of Orangeburg District, SC.   

 

David Culclasure, the reverend’s father, owned land in the Beaver Creek vicinity by or before 

1825 having purchased about 1,000 acres of the Henry Chisolm tract “on fall branch Waters of 
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Beaver Creek of Congaree” out of the John James Haig (Hague) estate.59 He established his 

residence on Fall Branch, a tributary of Little Beaver Creek. Rev. Culclasure began acquiring 

land there as well by that time. He continued to acquire land and resources in the immediate 

vicinity of Big and Little Beaver creeks as evidenced by his purchase on 30 March 1833 of a 

661-acre tract spanning Beaver Creek (Lexington-Orangeburgh districts’ boundary line) out of 

the long-awaited settlement of the estate of Samuel Corbin (1774-1822). That tract, which 

included the Beaver Creek Bridge on the State Road (referred to as “Corbin’s Bridge” on the 

Mills’ Atlas maps for both Lexington and Orangeburgh districts, 1825) and segments of the State 

Road in both Lexington and Orangeburg districts, was platted for Rev. Culclasure on 9 January 

1834 by John D.A. Murphy, Deputy Surveyor. Corbin had owned some 1,561 acres on either 

side of or in the vicinity of the intersection of Big and Little Beaver creeks in both Lexington and 

Orangeburg districts.60  After Corbin’s death, the Culclasures acquired not only most of Corbin’s 

acreage but also Corbin’s Bridge on the State Road, as well as his sawmill, gristmill, and 

millpond in the process.61  

 

Rev. Culclasure’s work as a land surveyor in this part of Orangeburg and Lexington districts 

began about 1820 when he is known to have produced plats for many of his neighbors, including 

a 31-acre tract near the mouth of Big Beaver Creek for David Stivender in 1820, a 56.75-acre 

parcel on Little Beaver Creek for Miller & Poole & John D.A. Murphy in 1824, a 17-acre tract 

on Big Beaver Creek for Adam Wactor in 1829, a 582-acre tract on the Congaree River just 

below the mouth of Beaver Creek for Edward L. Buyck in 1831, a 56.5-acre parcel on Spring 

Branch of Beaver Creek for David Stivender in 1835, a 605-acre parcel on branches of Beaver 

and Mine creeks for Peter A. Buyck in 1836, and a 74.75-acre tract at the mouth of Beaver Creek 

on the Congaree River for Mrs. Ann Buck in 1839.62 While he drew a plat for a 520-acre tract for 

his father David Culclasure in 1825, for a parcel adjoining his own, no plat by Rev. Culclasure or 

any other surveyor ever seems to have been drawn for his own property on which he built his 

house ca. 1830. By 1839, Rev. Culclasure was still making survey plats for neighbors and friends 
                         
59 Last Will and Testament of David Culclasure, 23 April 1846, copy in possession of Calhoun County Museum and 

Archives, St. Matthews, SC; State Plat Books (Charleston Series) (S213190), Henry Chisam, Plat for 2,185 Acres on 

Fall Branch, Orangeburgh District, Surveyed by Robert Brown, DS, 6 September 1786.    
60 Charles Culver Corbin, Jr., “Corbin: The Family from Beaver Creek in Lexington District of South Carolina,” 

(Privately printed, 3 February 1995, copy in possession of the Calhoun County Museum Archives, St. Matthews, 

SC), pp. 63-6 to 63-42 [Note: The pages referenced here are a transcription of the probate/estate records of Samuel 

Corbin (1774-1822) of Lexington and Orangeburg Districts, SC. Since Corbin resided in Lexington County, the 

original estate records are likely filed in the Lexington County, SC courthouse in Equity Records]. 
61 State Plat Books (Columbia Series: S213190 and S213192); Last Will and Testament of David Culclasure; [Note: 

The Corbin (later Culclasure) sawmill was most likely a water-powered sash or up-down type (mechanized pit saw) 

where Rev. Culclasure may very well have had much of the lumber milled for his house because it was nearby and 

available. All floor joists for the first as well as second floor of the Culclasure-Geiger House are sash sawn. The 

irregular vertical saw marks are visible on the 2”-3” x 10” floor joists on the underframe of the house. The stub shots 

(split wood) on the ends of the upper half story’s 3” x 10” floor joists are visible in the side attic spaces since there 

they would never be seen. Even though circular saw blades became available in New England and other places in 

the United States by the 1830s, the Corbin/Culclasure sawmill was more than likely still a sash saw type. [Source: 

see www.ledyardsawmill.org for a discussion about the Ledyard Up-down sawmill, an operating water-powered 

nineteenth century sawmill in Ledyard, Connecticut.]  
62 State Plat Books (Columbia Series: S213190), S.C. Department of Archives and History, Columbia, SC, various 

plats around Beaver Creek in Orangeburg and Lexington Districts by N.C.D. Culclasure, Deputy Surveyor. 

http://www.ledyardsawmill.org/
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but had also established himself as a successful farmer. That year, as mentioned above, he joined 

his farming neighbors in petitioning the State for a new road between the State Road and the 

Congaree River to assist with getting their goods to market.63  

 

The already-referenced 23 August 1825 plat prepared by Nathan C.D. Culclasure for his father 

David Culclasure (1765-1846) for a 520-acre parcel surrounding the intersection of the “Road 

from Granby to Orangeburgh” [State Road] with the road to the “old School House” (likely 

Belleville Road) reveals that the land immediately to the west/northwest already belonged to “N. 

[Nathan] Culclasure.” Given the unit of measurement Culclasure used in producing this plat – 

that is “20 chains per Inch” with each chain’s unit measuring sixty-six feet – it seems safe to 

assume that this plat represents tangible evidence of Rev. Culclasure’s ownership of the land on 

which the nominated Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead is located by at least 1825.64  

 

Even though Rev. Culclasure is said to have traveled by rail to Florida seeking treatment for 

tuberculosis, he succumbed to the disease and died on 18 March 1854 and his wife followed on 

19 January 1859. Buried in their family cemetery on the nominated property near four children 

who preceded them in death, Rev. and Mrs. Culclasure were honored with large marble 

headstones. As the ones most legible, his epitaph reads “His wisdom he from Scripture drew, 

God’s law was holy just and true; While words of love and mercy hung, Harmonious on his 

gifted tongue. – This Stone is erected to perpetuate The victory of an immortal Spirit That fought 

the good fight Under the banner of the Cross, Burst through the shackels [sic] of humanity Rose 

over the ruins of the grave And winged his way to life and immortality.” Drusilla Culclasure’s 

tombstone gives some insight into her abiding faith, as the inscription reads “She was one who 

knew well the value of her Bible and accounted the Sabbath a delight. She lived to adorn her 

christian profession and died in the full assurance of a blessed immortality.”65  

 

By the time of his death from tuberculosis in 1854, Rev. Culclasure was among the wealthier of 

Orangeburg District’s planters. Little is known however about the administration and distribution 

of his estate following his death, but the 1860 census provides a window into at least part of the 

Culclasure family farming operations in the several years preceding the Civil War. It appears that 

some of the farm passed to Rev. Culclasure’s son Nathan Wesley Culclasure (1834-1870), and 

perhaps more including the home place following his mother’s death in 1859 and subsequent 

settlement of her homestead during or after the war. In 1860, Nathan and his wife Sarah Ann 

Johnson Culclasure (1831-1907) and their three sons and six enslaved individuals were living on 

and working a 300-acre tract with only sixty improved acres that was likely part of his father’s 

estate, however, the bulk of Rev. Culclasure’s holdings seem to have gone to Dr. John H.J. Hook 

(1816-1861), widower of two of his daughters, Harriet Newel (1824-1852) and Drusilla Fletcher 
                         
63 Ibid.; “Citizens of St. Matthews Parish, Petition for a Public Road From Where the Stage Road to Orangeburg 

Leaves the State Road to Daniel Zeiglers Landing on the Congaree River,” Petitions to the General Assembly, 1839, 

Accessed 12 November 2019, www.https://shpo.sc.gov/research-and-genealogy/online-research.  
64 State Plat Books (Columbia Series: S213190 and S213192), in the collection of the S.C. Department of Archives 

and History, Columbia, SC, “Plat for 520 Acres on Caw Caw Swamp and Beaver Creek, Orangeburgh District for 

David Culclasure, surveyed by N.C.D. Culclasure, 23 August 1825.” 
65 Inscriptions taken by author directly from the Rev. and Mrs. Culclasure’s tombstones in the family graveyard on 

the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead. 

http://www.https/shpo.sc.gov/research-and-genealogy/online-research
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“Fletch” (1836-1856). In 1850 Dr. Hook and his wife Harriet were living at the farm but in a 

separate household with their four children and nine enslaved persons on a 300-acre tract valued 

at $3,000, producing various commodities including 500 bushels of corn, 800 pounds of rice, 100 

bushels of peas and beans, 200 bushels of sweet potatoes, and seventeen bales of ginned cotton. 

By 1860, however, he had survived the deaths of both wives as well as that of his mother-in-law 

and had an additional son by his second wife. His farm of 1,200 acres had a cash value of 

$10,000, and his personal estate was valued at $25,000. With a labor force of thirty-four 

enslaved persons, his farm produced among other items 1,400 bushels of corn, 500 pounds of 

rice, 100 bushels of peas and beans, 300 bushels of sweet potatoes, ten tons of hay, and forty 

bales (16,000 pounds) of ginned cotton. He had farming implements and machinery valued at 

$400, two horses, eight mules, twelve milk cows, thirty other head of cattle, and fifty head of 

hogs, all with a cash value of $1,400.66 The 1850 census identified Dr. Hook as a physician, but 

by 1860 he identified himself as a farmer. Farming no doubt proved for Dr. Hook to be not only 

more lucrative than his medical practice but likely more time-consuming. 

 

Rev. and Mrs. Culclasure’s son Nathan Wesley Culclasure (1834-1870), a student at Cokesbury 

Institute in Abbeville District in 1850 and South Carolina College in 1852-1853 became owner 

of at least some of the property upon his father’s death in 1854, the same year he was married to 

Sarah Ann Johnson (1831-1907).67 After his mother’s death in 1859, he may have inherited the 

tract including the old home place. He had only 300 acres by 1860, suggesting the sale of 

property or the division of land with his sisters. He had about 100 acres cleared, eighty of them 

under cultivation, with 200 acres wooded. Nathan W. Culclasure was a farmer and had no other 

known profession. During the Civil War, he did not enlist in the Confederate army until 31 

November 1863, when he mustered into service at Mt. Pleasant, SC as a private in Company B 

of the 20th South Carolina Infantry Regiment (Joseph Kershaw’s Brigade). After being in 

Jackson Hospital in Richmond, Virginia from 6 August to 19 September 1864 with remittent 

fever, he returned to duty, only to be captured at Strasburg, Virginia on 19 October 1864. From 

there on 25 October 1864, he was transported to Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia on his way to be 

held as a prisoner of war at Point Lookout, Maryland. He remained there until he was paroled 

and transferred to Aiken’s Landing, Virginia on 17 March 1865 for exchange. He returned home 

after the Confederate surrender.68   

 

While Nathan Wesley Culclasure was being held captive at Point Lookout, Maryland, General 

William T. Sherman, and his Union army traveled through Orangeburg District in early February 

1865 on their march from Savannah to Columbia. Their march included the burning of homes 

                         
66 United States Census Bureau, Population Schedules, 1850 and 1860; United States Census Bureau, United States 

Non-Population (Agricultural) Schedules, 1850 and 1860, accessed 19 October 2022, www.ancestry.com. 
67 United States Census Bureau, Abbeville District, SC, 1850 [Roster of students in Cokesbury Institute Boarding 

House, Cokesbury, Abbeville District, South Carolina]; U.S., School Catalogs, 1765-1935 [N.W. Culclasure, South 

Carolina College, 1853]. 
68 National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), Washington, DC, Compiled Service Records of 

Confederate Soldiers Who Served in Organizations from the State of South Carolina, Series Number: M267, Roll: 

310; accessed 3 February 2022, through fold3 by Ancestry, www.fold3.com; United States Claims Commission, 

Sarah A. Culclasure, Orangeburg, S.C., Commission #22236, Office #465, Report #6, 1873, accessed Nov. 15, 

2019, at www.ancestry.com.  

http://www.ancestry.com/
http://www.fold3.com/
http://www.ancestry.com/
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and theft of food and livestock they encountered along the way, including from the farm of 

Nathan W. and Sarah A. Culclasure. From there they took two horses, one colt, two mules, 400 

bushels of corn, 4,000 pounds of fodder, 1,000 pounds of bacon, one-and-one-half barrels of 

wheat flour, and 100 pounds of lard.69 The soldiers, at least some of whom were from the 7th 

Iowa Infantry, camped “on Beaver Creek Hills” on the night of 13 February 1865, left camp at 

7:30 a.m., and in the process of crossing Little and Big Beaver Creeks, arrived at Nathan and 

Sarah Culclasure’s farm about 8:00 a.m. on the morning of 14 February 1865, took the items 

mentioned above, then burned the house to the ground as they were leaving.  Sarah Culclasure 

and her seven children had sought shelter and safety at a friend and neighbor’s house – that of 

Mrs. Peter A. Buyck – during the Union march and encampment and returned to find the 

devastation. She and the children then took shelter at an old nearby schoolhouse from February 

until December of 1865, with her husband joining the family in April 1865 following the 

surrender at Appomattox.  Apparently, at least some of the outbuildings on their farm survived, 

including a barn, stable, smoke house, and four slave houses. In 1866, Nathan and Sarah 

Culclasure moved to a nearby farm she had purchased during the war with cotton and cattle from 

her husband’s farm.70 The possibility that the old home place may have been uninhabited at the 

time of the Union encampment could explain why it was not burned. 

 

Like his father, Nathan W. Culclasure died of tuberculosis on 7 May 1870, leaving his wife 

Sarah Ann Johnson Culclasure a widow with seven children. He was buried in the cemetery of 

West Bethel Methodist Church, located very near the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead on Old State 

Road at the intersection with Great Circle Drive. Sarah A. Culclasure would live in the 

community until her death on 12 March 1907, at which time she was buried beside her late 

husband.71 

 

Geiger Family History 

 

Dr. Franklin Jacob Geiger (1835-1910), owner of the Culclasure place from 1867 when he 

purchased it from Nathan W. Culclasure to his death in 1910, was a son of John Conrad Geiger 

(1801-1870), a member of the South Carolina General Assembly and a member of the Secession 

Convention and signer of the Ordinance of Secession, and Eleanor Barbara Baker (1809-1881). 

Dr. Geiger and his wife Anna Elizabeth Geiger (1843-1905), a daughter of Godfrey Herman 

Geiger (1804-1858) and Elizabeth Lorick Geiger (1814-1852), settled into Rev. Culclasure’s 

former home possibly as early as their purchase in 1867. Dr. Geiger completed his study of 

medicine in Charleston at the South Carolina Medical College and served as an Assistant 

Surgeon for the Confederacy at Ft. Sumter and other defenses around Charleston. He and Anna 

had married before the war on 8 March 1860 in Charleston, SC, where she was educated and 

                         
69 United States Claims Commission, 1873. 
70 U.S. War Department, The War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and 

Confederate Armies, Series 1, Vol. XLVII, Part 1 (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1880-1901), p. 

350, “Report of Lt. Col. James C. Parrott, 7th Iowa Infantry”; United States Claims Commission, 1873. 
71 United States Claims Commission, 1873; records of Nathan W. and Sarah A. Culclasure’s death and burial, 

accessed at https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/220898593/nathan-w-culclasure on 19 July 2021 and 

https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/62055319/sarah-a-culclasure on 16 November 2021. 

https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/220898593/nathan-w-culclasure
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/62055319/sarah-a-culclasure
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lived with her uncle and adopted father Dr. David Geiger. She and Dr. Franklin J. Geiger had 

fifteen children, with thirteen living into adulthood. 

 

Dr. Geiger was one of ten doctors in the upper portion of Orangeburg County by the early 1870s. 

He and his colleagues advertised in the newspaper in 1874 that they would be sharing with each 

other the names of patients who did not pay their bills and would withhold aid from them. They 

would, however, continue to offer help for charity and for the poor people in the area. He was 

also active in the community as a Mason and a school trustee, and a Geiger family history notes 

that he was “very pronounced” on the question of States rights and was “active in redeeming the 

state from Radical misrule” of the Reconstruction period following the Civil War. In fact, he was 

active in Wade Hampton’s campaign for governor in 1876 as one of Hampton’s Red Shirts, and 

thereby a strong advocate for a return by force, if necessary, to the old order of antebellum days. 

In other words, Dr. Geiger, like so many South Carolinians at the time, was a proponent of white 

supremacy and the subjugation of blacks politically in South Carolina. All the while, he served 

as an elder at Sandy Run Lutheran Church in Lexington County.72   

 

Anna Geiger died at home on 20 July 1905, followed five years later by Dr. Geiger on 30 

November 1910. Anna was remembered by her family as having “a most lovable disposition,” 

being kind to everyone and being a sincere Christian.  Dr. Geiger passed away in the home as 

well after being in declining health. The newspaper reported that Calhoun County mourned the 

loss of such a “true” man and gave a fair-handed evaluation of his character. It noted, “Nobody 

ever questioned his honesty and merit,” nor did they have trouble finding where he stood on 

issues of the day. He “was a staunch friend through good and evil report, and when he lost faith 

in others it was seldom regained.” Family members praised him as “a true friend and neighbor, 

and above all, a faithful Christian.”73 They were both buried in the Sandy Run Lutheran Church 

cemetery in Calhoun County. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The long history of this property, with an old Native American trading path turned colonial road, 

then antebellum State Road, a family cemetery, and a working farm with both enslaved and free 

people, evolved from a large working plantation for Rev. Culclasure into a small family farm for 

Dr. Geiger and his family. Rev. Culclasure’s hospitable response to the needs of travelers along 

the State Road brought the early modifications to the Carolina Cottage’s engaged front porch, 

and Dr. Geiger’s large family pushed the boundaries of the house’s occupancy and permanently 

altered its appearance with two generations of attached front and rear porches. In its roughly 190-

plus years of existence, the Culclasure-Geiger House and farm has sheltered and served multiple 

generations of both families, as well as traveling strangers who accepted the hospitality of its 

owners. In the process, it has weathered and survived storms, hurricanes, the American Civil 

War, an earthquake, and the Great Depression. It was the legacy of two families of children and 

was revived for a third family in the 1970s. Lovingly restored and enjoyed for decades, the 

                         
72 Orangeburg Times, 12 March 1874, p. 2; Geiger, p. 64. 
73 United States Census Bureau, United States Federal Census, Orangeburg County, South Carolina, 1900; Geiger, 

pp. 61-65; The Times and Democrat, “Death of Dr. Geiger,” 3 Dec. 1910, p. 4. 
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Culclasure-Geiger House and farm is a survivor and credit is due to Fred and Retta Gantt for 

their careful attention to historic detail and ongoing maintenance of this significant resource and 

its equally significant associated properties. The Gantts’ hope and legacy is that it remains a 

treasured place of hospitality for their descendants and friends. 

 

In keeping with the Gantts’ hope and legacy, the old home has promise now for a third 

generation of their family. For the Gantt family, the home has always been an occasional second 

residence; however, now the historic Culclasure-Geiger House will return to being a primary 

residence for a family that has loved and cherished it for the past sixty years.   
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

10. Geographical Data 

 

 Acreage of Property ___64.6________ 

 

 

Use either the UTM system or latitude/longitude coordinates 

 

Latitude/Longitude Coordinates 

Datum if other than WGS84:__________ 

(enter coordinates to 6 decimal places) 

1. Latitude: 33.750988  Longitude: -80.885249 

 

2. Latitude: 33.750080  Longitude: -80.878890 

 

3. Latitude: 33.746635  Longitude: -80.882082 

 

4. Latitude: 33.747455  Longitude: -80.887838 

 

 

 

Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.) 

 

The boundaries of the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead are the same as those for tax parcel 080-

00-01-003 in Calhoun County, SC, as indicated by the thick black line in Figure 2: 

Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead NRHP Boundary Map.  

 

Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.) 

 

The nominated property correlates to the parcel boundary for the above referenced tax parcel, 

which appears to be the same boundary used around 1867 when Nathan W. Culclasure sold 

this acreage to Dr. Franklin J. Geiger. The deed said it was a 50-acre plot, and subsequent 

deeds used the same amount, but in 1971, before its sale in 1972, a resurvey for H.C. 

Geiger’s Estate and corresponding deed corrected that measurement to 64.58 acres (rounded 

to 64.6 acres for the purposes of this nomination). The boundaries include all extant 

contributing resources, including the historic house, a tenant house, several historic 

agricultural outbuildings, an intact segment of the abandoned State Road, the Culclasure 

Family Cemetery, and their surroundings. 
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____________________________________________________________________________ 

11. Form Prepared By 

 

name/title: Andrew W. Chandler (Consultant), with Fred Gantt (Husband of Owner)_______  

organization: _CWA Preservation Services, LLC       ________________________________ 

street & number: __2331 Wilmot Avenue                     _______________________________ 

city or town:  __Columbia____________ state: _____SC_____ zip code: _29205           ____ 

email:  chandleraw213@att.net                                                                       _____________ 

telephone: ____803-413-2869                                                                                    ________ 

date: ____12 April 2022; revised 7 November 2022                                      ______________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Additional Documentation 

 

Submit the following items with the completed form: 

 

 Maps:   A USGS map or equivalent (7.5- or 15-minute series) indicating the property's 

location. 

    

  Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous 

resources.  Key all photographs to this map. 

 

 Additional items: (Check with the SHPO, TPO, or FPO for any additional items.) 

  

Photographs 

Submit clear and descriptive photographs.  The size of each image must be 1600x1200 pixels 

(minimum), 3000x2000 preferred, at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) or larger.  Key all photographs  

 

to the sketch map. Each photograph must be numbered, and that number must correspond to 

the photograph number on the photo log.  For simplicity, the name of the photographer, 

photo date, etc. may be listed once on the photograph log and doesn’t need to be labeled on 

every photograph. 

 

Photo Log 

 

Name of Property:  Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead 

 

City or Vicinity: St. Matthews, SC, Vicinity 

 

County: Calhoun     State: South Carolina 

 

mailto:%20%20chandleraw213@att.net
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Photographers: Andrew W. Chandler and Staci Richey 

 

Date Photographed: 23 October 2019 (Staci Richey) 

      30 March 2021, 25 October 2021, 5 April 2022, 21 September 2022 

      (Andrew W. Chandler) 

 

Description of Photograph(s) and number, include description of view indicating direction of 

camera: 

 

1 of 58: Main entrance driveway entering property, camera facing northwest 

2 of 58: Main entrance driveway near Tenant House, camera facing southeast 

3 of 58: Main House, façade showing inset (in antis) porch, with preacher/traveler rooms to 

           either side, camera facing east 

4 of 58: Oblique view of facade, camera facing east/southeast 

5 of 58: Oblique view of façade, camera facing east/northeast 

(5) 6 of 58: South elevation, camera facing north 

7 of 58: Southwest oblique view of south and east (rear) elevation, camera facing northwest 

8 of 58: Northeast oblique view of east (rear) elevation, camera facing southwest 

9 of 58: Detail of south elevation, camera facing northeast in upward position 

10 of 58: Close-up detail of siding and foundation, south elevation, camera facing east 

11 of 58: Detail of hand-hewn sill and sash sawn floor joist at foundation entrance, camera 

   facing south 

12 of 58: Detail of stone south chimney base with mortised and tenoned floor joists, camera 

  facing southeast 

13 of 58: Stone face of south chimney base supporting hand hewn sill and floor joists, 

  camera facing east 

14 of 58: View on front porch showing inset (in antis) porch and flanking preacher/traveler 

  rooms at left, camera facing south 

15 of 58: Inset (in antis) porch showing main entrance and preacher/traveler room door at 

  right, camera facing east 

16 of 58: View from front attached porch at south end, camera facing southwest 

 17 of 58: Detail of roof mark on front wall of preacher/traveler room for ca. 1870s porch, 

  camera facing southeast 

18 of 58: Staircase in central stair hall, camera facing southeast 

19 of 58: Staircase, showing location immediately at front entrance, camera facing south 

20 of 58: Staircase at front entrance, camera facing west 

21 of 58: Central Stair Hall showing old rear entrance, camera facing east 

22 of 58: Original rear entrance from central hall, camera facing east 

23 of 58: Closet enclosure with door under stair, central hall, camera facing west 

24 of 58: Living Room/Parlor (main room south of central hall) showing original window 

  enclosure and door cut for preacher/traveler room, camera facing southwest 

25 of 58: Living Room/Parlor mantel, camera facing east 

26 of 58: Door cut at former closed window location, camera facing west 

27 of 58: Interior of south preacher/traveler room, camera facing northeast 
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28 of 58: Interior of south preacher/traveler room, camera facing southwest 

29 of 58: Kitchen fireplace/mantel, camera facing southwest 

30 of 58: Bedroom (main room north of central hall) mantel, camera facing northeast 

31 of 58: Bedroom showing original window enclosure and door cut to north 

  Preacher/traveler room, camera facing west 

32 of 58: Bedroom with central hall door at left and door cut to north preacher/traveler 

  room where original window was located, camera facing west 

33 of 58: Dining Room fireplace/mantel, camera facing southwest 

34 of 58: In antis rear porch, view through original rear entrance to central stair hall and 

  front entrance, camera facing west 

35 of 58: In antis rear porch, view of original rear entrance (door closed), camera facing 

  West 

36 of 58: Upstairs South Bedroom, flush-mounted walls and ceiling, camera facing south 

37 of 58: Upstairs North Bedroom, exposed north chimney, camera facing northeast 

38 of 58: Interior of front attic above original engaged front porch (now preacher/traveler 

  room) from upper floor central hall wall access door, showing second level floor 

  joists with stub shots, camera facing south 

39 of 58: Interior of front attic above original engaged front porch (now preacher/traveler 

    room) from upper floor central hall wall access door, showing second level floor 

   joists with stub shots, camera facing north 

40 of 58: Interior view of ca. 1920 rear attached porch with half-screening at right, 

  Bathroom enclosure at north end, and in antis porch enclosure partition at left, 

  camera facing north 

41 of 58: Barn, “The Past,” located northwest of main house, camera facing northwest 

42 of 58: Barn, “The Past,” view of rough stone foundation piers and heavy timber 

  frame, circular sawn construction within rear open shed addition, camera facing 

  northeast 

43 of 58: Barn, “The Past,” view of wide weatherboard siding and transition with 

  enclosed south shed addition, camera facing northeast 

44 of 58: Tenant House (ca. 1920s), located south of main house, southwest oblique view, 

  camera facing northwest 

45 of 58: Potato House (ca. 1910s), camera facing east 

46 of 58: Dairy House (ca. 1890s), camera facing southeast 

47 of 58: Storage Building (ca. 1890a), camera facing northwest 

 48 of 58: Horse Barn/Stable, oblique view of gable façade, camera facing Northwest 

 49 of 58: Horse Barn/Stable, detail of slatted stable side with horse doors/windows, camera 

   facing northeast 

 50 of 58: Horse Barn/Stable, view of interior feeding racks, stalls, and horse barn Dutch 

   doors, camera facing northwest  

 51 of 58: Culclasure Family Cemetery, headstone of Rev. Nathan Christian David 

   Culclasure (1801-1854), camera facing northeast 

 52 of 58: Culclasure Family Cemetery, headstone of Drusilla Culclasure (1802-1859), 

   camera facing east 

 53 of 58: Culclasure Family Cemetery, general view, camera facing south 
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 54 of 58: Culclasure Family Cemetery, headstone of Kaigler Culclasure (1823-1837) and 

   David Elihu Culclasure (1827-1833), stone broken lying flat on ground, camera 

   facing east 

 55 of 58: Culclasure Family Cemetery, headstone of Mrs. Harriet Newel [Culclasure] Hook 

   (1824-1852), Consort of Dr. J.H.J. Hook (ca. 1820-1861), camera facing east 

 56 of 58: State Road (formerly Cherokee Path/Colonial Road), camera facing southeast 

 57 of 58: State Road (formerly Cherokee Path/Colonial Road), camera facing northwest 

 58 of 58: Wash House/Smoke House, “Brother John’s,” non-contributing, west elevation, 

camera facing east 

 

 List of Figures 

 

1 of 16: Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead Site Plan. Aerial image provided by the Calhoun 

County GIS Mapping System.  

2 of 16: Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead NRHP Boundary Map. Aerial image provided by the 

Calhoun County GIS Mapping system. 

3 of 16: Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead Photo Key. Aerial image provided by the Calhoun 

County GIS Mapping system. 

4 of 16: Main House Photo Key.  

5 of 16: Main House Floor Plan, First Floor. 

6 of 16: Map of Cherokee Path, drawn by George Hunter Surveyor General of SC, 1730. 

Blue arrow marks location of path as it crosses Beaver Creek in the vicinity of what 

is now the Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead. Image from State Plat Books (Columbia 

Series: S213190), S.C. Department of Archives and History, Columbia, SC. 

7 of 16: (Left) A 1775 map showing the old State Road. The red dot indicates current 

location of Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead. “An Accurate Map of North and South 

Carolina,” Henry Mouzon, Pub. By Robert Sayer and John Bennett, London, 1775. 

(Right) An 1854 map showing new road to the south of the old State Road. Red dot 

indicates approximate location of the Culclasure-Geiger property on the old road. 

“Map of the State of South Carolina,” G.E. Walker and J. Johnson, Pub. By J.H. 

Colton &Co., New York, 1854. 

8 of 16: Orangeburgh District, South Carolina, Mills’ Atlas, 1825 – blue arrow showing 

location of Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead. 

9 of 16: Portion of Map of Lexington District, South Carolina, Mills’ Atlas, 1825 – blue 

arrow showing location of Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead on Beaver Creek near 

Corbin’s Bridge. 

10 of 16: Plat of the Boundary Between the St. Matthews and Orangeburg Parishes, William 

S. Thomson and Thomas N. Glover, Commissioners, John D.A. Murphy, Surveyor, 

18 August 1828 – showing approximate location of Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead 

(marked with blue arrow). State Plat Books (Columbia Series), South Carolina 

Department of Archives and History, Columbia, South Carolina. 

11 of 16: Plat of 520 acres laid out to David Culclasure (father of N.C.D. Culclasure), 25 

August 1825, Nathan C.D. Culclasure, Deputy Surveyor. State Plat Books 

(Columbia Series), South Carolina Department of Archives and History, Columbia, 
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South Carolina. Land at intersection of “Road from Granby to Orangeburgh” (State 

Road) and “Road to School House” (Bellville School Road), showing that N. 

Culclasure already owned property to the northwest in area that included the current 

Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead (marked with blue arrow). 

12 of 16: Plat of 1,184.5 acres laid out to Thomas Oliver, 18 June 1836, Orangeburgh District 

(now Calhoun County), N.C.D. Culclasure, Deputy Surveyor. Plat shows State Road 

and “Old Road” diverging east of intersection with Bellville Road, and both 

extending westward onto property owned by N.C.D. Culclasure (marked with blue 

arrow), same property which includes current Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead.  

13 of 16: Plat of 661 acres laid out to N.C.D. Culclasure, 9 June 1834, Orangeburgh and 

Lexington Districts, John D.A. Murphy, Deputy Surveyor. This is land N.C.D. 

Culclasure purchased out of the Samuel Corbin estate that contains a portion of the 

State Road in both Orangeburgh and Lexington Districts where it crosses Big 

Beaver Creek (Corbin’s Bridge). This tract is slightly to the west of 64.6-acre 

Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead. 

14 of 16: (Left upper corner) Early 1900s (perhaps as late as 1913) image of the front façade 

of the main house, showing the ca. 1870s shallow front porch. Also evident is the in 

antis (inset) porch created by the partial enclosure of the original front porch ca. 

1830s. (Right lower corner) Early 1900s (perhaps as late as 1913) image of the rear 

of the main house, showing the ca. 1870s shallow rear porch. The original in antis 

(inset) rear porch is also visible. Images from Fred Gantt personal collection. 

15 of 16: (Left) Dr. Franklin J. Geiger, circa 1860. (Right) Anna Elizabeth Geiger, circa 

1860. Images from The Geigers of South Carolina by Percy Lee Geiger (1887-

1945).   

16 of 16: (Left) Front of main house in 1972, prior to restoration. Image shows the partially 

enclosed front porch and post-World War II asbestos siding. (Right) Rear of main 

house in 1972, prior to restoration. From the Fred Gantt personal collection. 

                                                                        
Paperwork Reduction Act Statement:  This information is being collected for nominations to the National Register of Historic 
Places to nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings.  Response 
to this request is required to obtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460 
et seq.). We may not conduct, or sponsor and you are not required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a 
currently valid OMB control number. 
Estimated Burden Statement:  Public reporting burden for each response using this form is estimated to be between the Tier 1 
and Tier 4 levels with the estimate of the time for each tier as follows: 
 

Tier 1 – 60-100 hours 
Tier 2 – 120 hours 
Tier 3 – 230 hours 
Tier 4 – 280 hours 

 
The above estimates include time for reviewing instructions, gathering, and maintaining data, and preparing and transmitting 
nominations. Send comments regarding these estimates or any other aspect of the requirement(s) to the Service Information 
Collection Clearance Officer, National Park Service, 1201 Oakridge Drive Fort Collins, CO 80525. 
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Figure 1: Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead Site Plan

Aerial photo provided by the Calhoun County GIS Mapping system. NC = non-contributing
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Figure 2: Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead NRHP Boundary Map

Image provided by the Calhoun County GIS Mapping system. Parcel for this nomination is only west of Great Circle Drive, 

outlined in the thick black line. This is the same boundary proposed for the NRHP listing. Approximate Location of State 

Road (abandoned) marked in red. 

N

Lat/Long Coordinates
1) 33.750988, -80.885249
2) 33.750080, -80.878890
3) 33.746635, -80.882082
4) 33.747455, -80.887838
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Figure 3: Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead Photo Key 1 of 2

Aerial photo provided by the Calhoun County GIS Mapping system.
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Figure 4: Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead Photo Key 2 of 2
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Figure 5:

(fully enclosed 2022)

2022 

addition



Figure 6: Map of Cherokee Path, drawn by George Hunter, Surveyor General of South Carolina, 1730

Note: Blue arrow marks location of path as it crosses Beaver Creek in the vicinity of the 

Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead, Calhoun County, SC

Culclasure-Geiger 

Farmstead 

on Beaver Creek



Above: An 1854 map showing new road to the south of 

the old State Road. Red dot indicates approximate 

location of the Culclasure-Geiger property on the old 

road. (“Map of the State of South Carolina,” G.E. Walker 

and J. Johnson, Pub. By J.H. Colton &Co., New York, 

1854)

Above: A 1775 map showing the old State Road.  A red dot 

indicates current location of Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead. (“An 

Accurate Map of North and South Carolina,” Henry Mouzon, 

Pub. By Robert Sayer and John Bennett, London, 1775)

Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead

Figure 7: Maps showing historic road



Figure 8: Orangeburgh District, South Carolina from Mills’ Atlas, 1825

Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead

Calhoun County, SC



Figure 9: Portion of Map of Lexington District, South Carolina, Mills’ Atlas, 1825

Note: Blue arrow identifies location of Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead, Calhoun County, SC

Culclasure-

Geiger 

Farmstead



Figure 10:

Plat of the Boundary Between

the St. Matthews and 

Orangeburg Parishes” 

Showing the State Road in area of the 

Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead, Calhoun 

County, SC [marked with blue arrow]

William S. Thomson and Thomas N. Glover, 

Commissioners

John D.A. Murphy, Surveyor

18 August 1828

Source: State Plat Books (Columbia Series), 

South Carolina Department of Archives and History,

Columbia, South Carolina



Figure 11:

Plat of 520 acres laid out to David Culclasure 
(father of N.C.D. Culclasure),

25 August 1825

Nathan C.D. Culclasure, 
Deputy Surveyor

Note: Land at intersection of “Road from 
Granby to Orangeburgh” (State Road) and 
“Road to School House” (Bellville School 

Road), showing that N. Culclasure already 
owned property to the northwest in area 

that included the current 64.58-acre parcel 
known as Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead 

(marked with blue arrow)

Source: State Plat Books 
(Columbia Series),

South Carolina Department of Archives and 
History

N. Culclasure’s

land, approximate 

location of 

Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead



Figure 12:

Plat of 1,184.5 acres
laid out to Thomas Oliver,

18 June 1836,
Orangeburg District 

(now Calhoun County)

N.C.D. Culclasure, 
Deputy Surveyor

Note: Plat shows State Road and “Old Road” 
diverging east of intersection with Bellville Road, 

and both extending westward onto property owned 
by N.C.D. Culclasure (marked with blue arrow), 

same property which includes current
64.58-acre Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead

Source: State Plat Books (Columbia Series),
South Carolina Department of 

Archives and History



Figure 13:

Plat of 661 acres laid out to 

N.C.D. Culclasure,

9 June 1834,

Orangeburgh and Lexington Districts

John D.A. Murphy, Deputy Surveyor

Note: This is land N.C.D. Culclasure purchased out of 

the Samuel Corbin estate that contains a portion of the 

State Road in both Orangeburgh and Lexington 

Districts where it crosses Big Beaver Creek (Corbin’s 

Bridge). This tract is slightly to the west of 64.58-acre 

Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead.



Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead

Figure 14: Historic Images

Early 1900s (perhaps as late as 1913) 

images of the main house, façade at left 

and rear elevation pictured below. These 

show the shallow front and rear porches 

added ca. 1870s. Also evident are the in 

antis (inset) porches created by the 

partial enclosure of the original front 

porch ca. 1830s. Images from Fred Gantt 

personal collection.



Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead, Calhoun County, SC

Figure 16:  Images of owners Dr. Franklin Jacob and Anna Elizabeth Geiger, from the book 

The Geigers of South Carolina, written by their son Percy Lee Geiger (1887-1945) and 

published posthumously by his surviving siblings. These may have been taken about the 

time of their wedding on 8 March 1860.



Culclasure-Geiger Farmstead

Figure 17: 1972 images of the 

house before restoration

These images from 1972 show the 

partially-enclosed ca.1920s front porch, 

and the asbestos siding that was applied to 

the house after World War II (subsequently 

removed).  From the Fred Gantt personal 

collection.


